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Using Data to Support the 
Intensive Partnerships for 
Effective Teaching Initiative
Data Collection, Metric and Dashboard 

Creation, and Lessons Learned

T
he Intensive Partnerships for Effective Teaching (IP) initiative, which was funded by the Bill 
& Melinda Gates Foundation, was a multiyear effort launched in 2009 to improve student 
outcomes dramatically—particularly high school (HS) graduation and college attendance 
among low-income minority (LIM) students—by increasing student access to effective 

teaching. Specifically, the IP initiative focused on reforms aimed at (1) improving teacher evaluation 
(through a measure of effective 
teaching); (2) enhancing staffing 
policies (including recruitment and 
hiring, placement and transfer, and 
tenure and dismissal); (3) providing 
customized professional develop-
ment (PD); and (4) reforming com-
pensation and career ladders. The 
intermediate goals of these policy 
changes were to improve the level 
and distribution of effective teach-
ing and boost the access of LIM 
students to higher- quality teachers; 
the long-term goals were to increase 
college readiness and attendance, 
particularly among underrepre-
sented groups. 

C O R P O R A T I O N

KEY FINDINGS
 Long-term projects need the flexibility to accommodate change. 

During this project, there were changes in sites’ data collection pro-

cedures, data management systems, and research emphasis.

 Concerns about accurate data handling are essential to a success-

ful data-based analytic project, but it might be equally important 

to invest in building positive working relationships with client data 

administrators and information technology personnel.

 Different kinds of solutions worked in different contexts, and a suc-

cessful data-based analytic project will benefit from creative thinking 

about ways to rescale or reclassify based on existing measures.

 Collaboration with district staff was critical in the deidentification of 

student data and the substitution of new unique identifiers. Confi-

dentiality requirements necessitate data use agreements and data 

safeguarding procedures that will add time and complexity to the 

project.
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Schools (PPS) in Pennsylvania.A The four CMOs were 
Alliance College-Ready Public Schools, Aspire Public 
Schools, Green Dot Public Schools, and Partnerships 
to Uplift Communities (PUC) Schools in California. 
The seven sites were selected to participate because 
of the high degree of stakeholder support the 
administration, teachers, unions, and the commu-
nity provided. The seven IP sites were encouraged 
to implement the initiative—including developing 
measures of teaching effectiveness and modifying 
personnel policies—in ways that best suited their 
specific conditions. An eighth site, Denver Public 
Schools (DPS) in Colorado, joined the project in 
2013.

As part of the initiative, the foundation wanted 
to help the sites monitor their progress and reflect 
on their improvement efforts. Although the proj-
ect data team was not involved in decisions about 
creating and using the dashboards, such tools are 
widely used in education, and research suggests that 
they can be useful in helping districts and schools 
monitor and improve outcomes for students (Phillips, 
Reber, and Rothstein, 2018; West, 2012; Marsh, Pane, 
and Hamilton, 2006). Toward that end, the founda-
tion supported the construction of an annual data 
dashboard for each site that presented indicators 
of student and teacher performance along several 
dimensions. The dashboards were used to inform 
discussions at the annual meetings the foundation 
held with each site. The foundation contracted 
with the RAND Corporation to collect and ware-
house data from participating sites and to produce 
the annual dashboards. RAND and the American 
Institutes for Research (AIR) also have led efforts to 
evaluate the implementation, outcomes and impact, 
and replication and scaling of the broader IP initia-
tive.B Some of the data described in this report were 
key inputs for the RAND/AIR IP site evaluation 
teams. The evaluation results are presented in 

A  In 2013, Memphis City Schools and the surrounding county 
merged and became Shelby County Schools (SCS).
B  The RAND Corporation and AIR conducted an independent 
evaluation of the IP initiative. To learn more about the initiative 
and the results of the evaluation, see Stecher et al., 2018; and 
Stecher et al., 2019.

Seven IP sites—three school districts and four 
charter management organizations (CMOs)—were 
selected to implement the reforms over a six-year 
period. The three school districts were Hillsborough 
County Public Schools (HCPS) in Florida, Memphis 
City Schools in Tennessee, and Pittsburgh Public 

Abbreviations

ACT American College Test

AIR American Institutes for Research

CCSS Common Core State Standards

CMO charter management organization

CST California Standards Test

DPS Denver Public Schools

DUA data use agreement

EAP Early Assessment Program

EOC end-of-course test

ELA English language arts (reading is 

sometimes used to refer to English 

language arts)

FERPA Family Educational Rights and 

Privacy Act

FRL free or reduced-price lunch

HCPS Hillsborough County Public Schools

HR human resources

HS high school

ICPSR Inter-University Consortium for 

Political and Social Research

ID identifier

IP Intensive Partnerships for Effective 

Teaching 

IT information technology

LIM low-income minority

NSC National Student Clearinghouse

PD professional development

PII personally identifiable information

PPS Pittsburgh Public Schools

PUC Partnerships to Uplift Communities

SAT Scholastic Aptitude Test

SCS Shelby County Schools

SIS student information system

SME subject-matter expert

SY school year

TE teacher effectiveness

TVA teacher value added
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and measures that address managing the teaching 
workforce, such as tenure decisions and selective 
retention of newly hired teachers. The equity metrics 
measure equitable access to effective teachers for all 
students, strategic staffing of math teaching posi-
tions, and discipline rates. The excellence metrics 
focus on student achievement and engagement. The 
endurance of the reforms and the execution of key 
activities were measured by responses to teacher and 
school leader surveys conducted by AIR. The RAND 
team, the sites, and the foundation held a series of 
discussions to define the specific metrics. In many 
cases, the initial definitions were modified to reflect 
data availability, make the interpretation clearer, or 
correspond to other published statistics.

Once the metric definitions were established, 
the RAND data team designed the procedures for 
obtaining required data from the sites and meth-
ods for using the data to compute the metrics. The 
specifics of the data and the computations varied 
across sites because of differences in the underlying 
data the sites’ information technology (IT) systems 
produced. The RAND data team worked directly and 
iteratively with the sites, sharing preliminary indica-
tors to give them a chance to address data issues. This 
corrective phase was important to the sites because 
the dashboard contents were discussed at the annual 
“stock-taking” meetings held between the sites and 
the foundation to monitor progress toward achieving 
the initiative’s goals. After the data from the sites 
were read, validated, cleaned, and standardized (a 
process that often included requests by the RAND 
data team to the sites to clarify or modify the files 
provided), the metrics were calculated and reviewed 
and the dashboards were generated. The cycle of 
requesting data, validating data, and computing met-
rics was done annually over the project.

This report is intended to discuss the challenges 
of conducting the four activities described earlier and 
how the RAND data team addressed those chal-
lenges. After briefly describing the data warehouse 
and the dashboard created for context, including the 
steps used to develop and implement data collection 
and dissemination protocols to support the sites’ 
participation in the IP initiative, we examine chal-
lenges and ways to address those challenges in four 
areas: (1) issues related to defining metrics used to 

separate publications, which can be viewed on the 
RAND website (RAND Corporation, undated).

In this report, we describe the data warehouse 
and dashboard, including the steps used to develop 
and implement data collection and dissemination 
protocols to support the sites’ participation in the IP 
initiative. In addition, we highlight some of the key 
data-related challenges we had to overcome and draw 
lessons related to the systematic use of education 
data for periodic program monitoring. This report 
provides useful illustrations about the complexities 
the RAND data team encountered and describes 
solutions or decisions researchers made. We believe 
that the lessons learned from this effort will be useful 
to research teams, data scientists, administrators, 
software developers, and other analysts who want to 
use district-level and state-level administrative data 
to monitor changes in administrative procedures, 
teacher assignments, and student achievement related 
to large-scale education interventions.

Role of the RAND Data Team

A RAND data team was formed to collect and 
warehouse data from participating sites with the 
goals of facilitating multisite monitoring through 
the creation of annual dashboards and facilitating a 
research effort using harmonized data from all sites. 
That effort involved four main activities: (1) defin-
ing the metrics that would be used to monitor and 
assess annual progress and that would appear in the 
dashboard, (2) collecting the data from the sites used 
to compute the metrics and complete the research, 
(3) managing and standardizing the data, and (4) cre-
ating the dashboard and reporting the metrics to the 
sites and the foundation.

The RAND data team worked with the founda-
tion to define the metrics that could be tracked over 
time and that would provide accurate, clear, and 
timely information about the sites’ progress toward 
initiative objectives. These metrics fell into five 
categories: effectiveness of teaching, equity of access 
to effective teaching, excellence in student achieve-
ment and engagement, endurance of reforms, and 
execution of key activities. The effectiveness metrics 
include several measures of teacher effectiveness 
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establish good relationships with your counterparts 
in district offices; to create comparable metrics across 
sites, think creatively about redefining and rescaling 
existing measures; and be prepared to collaborate 
with district staff in the deidentification and substi-
tution of new unique student and teacher identifiers.

Although we encountered several challenges, 
we were able to produce dashboards for the sites 
and the foundation in a timely fashion and provide 
reliable data to the research teams. The flexibility, 
thoughtfulness, patience, and creativity on the part 
of the sites, the foundation, and the research teams 
in handling these issues ultimately led to a sustained, 
successful effort. We hope that the issues, sugges-
tions, and solutions presented in this report can 
inform future efforts related to collecting, processing, 
and analyzing these types of data.

Literature Review

This project supported research and monitoring 
using site-provided data and followed a data-driven 
decisionmaking framework. The data were organized 
and synthesized to give policymakers information 
and actionable knowledge to use in decisionmaking 
(Marsh, Pane, and Hamilton, 2006). We used both 
data repositories and dashboards to facilitate this 
effort. School districts, CMOs, and states increasingly 
maintain systems that include data on attendance, 

track system performance; (2) issues related to data 
collection; (3) issues related to managing and stan-
dardizing data across sites; and (4) issues related to 
data confidentiality, data sensitivity, and partner-
ships. We also draw overarching lessons related to the 
systematic use of education data for periodic pro-
gram monitoring.

Challenges and Recommended 

Ways to Address Them

In this report, we discuss some of the key data- 
related challenges and ways to address them for each 
of the four areas. Some of the recommendations for 
addressing challenges were implemented in our proj-
ect, while other recommendations were not used by 
us but could be used by researchers, data scientists, 
and practitioners. The former are shaded in Table 1, 
which presents an example challenge and the way to 
address it for each of the four areas.

Overarching Lessons Learned

Some general lessons learned to share with other 
researchers who work with school district data 
systems to evaluate improvement efforts include the 
following: long-term projects need the flexibility to 
accommodate change; success is more likely if you 

TABLE 1 

Example Challenge and Way to Address It in Each Area

Area Challenge Recommended Way to Address It

Defining metrics used to 

track system performance

There are differences in subjective views 

about how to operationalize a general 

construct, such as effectiveness

Conduct conversations with stakeholders to come to 

a shared understanding about key constructs

Data collection State data release schedules vary, 

affecting the timeliness of data 

processing and reporting

Make proposed reporting schedules contingent on the 

receipt of external data and plan for multiple reporting 

cycles with increasing levels of completeness so that 

stakeholders have results as soon as possible for 

decisionmaking

Managing and standardizing 

data across sites

Course names and subject-matter 

categories are not standardized across 

sites

Work with sites to develop crosswalks between 

course titles, obtain detailed course descriptions and 

use them to classify courses into subjects, and work 

with SMEs to understand course content and make 

proper classifications

Data confidentiality, data 

sensitivity, and partnerships

Confidentiality requirements (such as 

FERPA) necessitate DUAs and data 

safeguarding procedures that will add 

time and complexity to the project

Make personal visits to each site to establish working 

relationships with data providers, develop mutually 

agreeable procedures, and build sites’ confidence in 

researchers’ ability to handle sensitive data

NOTES: DUA = data use agreement. FERPA = Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. SME = subject-matter expert.
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interpretation of the information. Measure defi-
nition often is the most challenging part of dash-
boarding because it requires developing consensus 
across stakeholders on exactly how the measures are 
to be monitored (Smith, 2013). Educators and data 
scientists have explored the potential benefits and 
challenges of dashboards in education and in other 
policy areas. For example, Matheus, Janssen, and 
Maheshwari (forthcoming) delineate 13 potential 
strategic, political, and operational benefits of dash-
boards, but they also identify 15 risks that threaten 
the attainment of these potential benefits. Similarly, 
Raftree (2015) talked with data leaders at private 
organizations and found that they were “struggling” 
with designing and operating dashboards that would 
lead to better decisions. Based on these conversa-
tions, Raftree offers suggestions for better dashboard 
design.

We did not find any research that empirically 
tested specific practices for designing or implement-
ing educational dashboards. Most of the publications 
we identified offered suggestions for dashboard 
development that grew out of problems the authors 
had seen in one context or another. These sugges-
tions related to five broad themes: (1) clarifying the 
purposes of the dashboard; (2) engaging stakehold-
ers; (3) obtaining high-quality, meaningful data; 
(4) generating effective summary statistics and data 
displays; and (5) helping people interpret and use the 

special program participation, course enrollment, 
and state tests scores and that follow students over 
time (Phillips, Reber, and Rothstein, 2018). These 
data repositories can even connect academic data 
to human services data to help states understand 
students’ mental health and child welfare, as is done 
in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania (Fraser, 2015). 
To be most useful, the different data streams often 
must be combined and synthesized. Data dashboards 
with key metrics are one method for school officials 
to visualize how their organizations are performing 
(West, 2012).

Data dashboards are widely used in education 
to allow policymakers, administrators, teachers, 
students, and/or parents to monitor the status of 
national or state systems, school districts, specific 
schools, classrooms, or students on a variety of 
quantifiable measures (West, 2012). For example, the 
United States Education Dashboard shows annual 
state progress toward national student outcome goals 
for 2020 (U.S. Department of Education, undated). 
Most states have created their own dashboards that 
track progress on measures adopted at the state level. 
Educational dashboards exist at many levels, from 
local—individual school districts have dashboards 
that display data at the school and even classroom 
levels—to international—The World Bank is design-
ing a Global Education Policy Dashboard that will 
monitor educational service delivery, policies, and 
politics around the world (The World Bank, 2019). 
Data dashboards offer a way for educators to distill 
data about their students and schools into “man-
ageable chunks” (Donhost and Anfara, 2010, p. 60). 
Furthermore, some school districts are currently 
connecting their data systems to encourage the use of 
data by educators and administrators by comparing 
measures across classrooms and schools and review-
ing trends over time (Means, Padilla, and Gallagher, 
2010). 

From the proliferation of dashboards mentioned 
earlier, one might infer that it is easy to develop a 
useful educational dashboard, but that is not the 
case. Many educational institutions have the ability 
to collect, analyze, and summarize data and display 
them on a chart, but such displays are not likely to 
be useful unless sufficient effort has gone into the 
planning, conceptualization, design, delivery, and 

[D]isplays are not likely 
to be useful unless 
sufficient effort has 
gone into the planning, 
conceptualization, 
design, delivery, and 
interpretation of the 
information.
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• attend to data quality, making sure data are 
accurate and precise; show error bars so 
that people make realistic interpretations; 
and provide appropriate caveats (Raftree, 
2015; Matheus, Janssen, and Maheshwari, 
forthcoming)

• figure out how to connect internal informa-
tion systems that do not currently interact 
(West, 2012)

• respect data privacy and properly anonymize 
results (Matheus, Janssen, and Maheshwari, 
forthcoming)

• present data in easy-to-understand dis-
plays (Matheus, Janssen, and Maheshwari, 
forthcoming)

• be cautious when there is not a clear consen-
sus on how to measure something; consider 
using alternative outcomes instead (U.S. 
Department of Education, undated)

• be aware that dashboard results might not 
match individual site-produced data summa-
ries; understand the differences and be able to 
explain them for users (Matheus, Janssen, and 
Maheshwari, forthcoming)

• organize the data into logical groups; cluster 
together various measures related to instruc-
tion, outcomes, operations, and procedures 
(Herman, 2016).

In addition to these general recommendations, 
several obstacles associated with dashboard creation 
are common to longitudinal data analysis across 
multiple jurisdictions. Inconsistent terminology (e.g., 
coding drop-outs), balancing student privacy with 
data access, and building networks of data sharing 
(West, 2012) are challenges of creating usable data 
sets for dashboards or analysis. One of the specific 
challenges facing the IP initiative was the need to 
measure teachers’ value added and create an indi-
cator of teaching effectiveness. There has been 
extensive research on ways to measure the effect 
of teachers on student achievement (Mihaly et al., 
2013; Kane and Staiger, 2008) and on the impacts 
of using teacher value-added estimates for teacher 
performance (Chetty, Friedman, and Rockoff, 2014; 
this information also is included in unpublished 2017 
research by Michael Dinerstein and Isaac M. Opper). 

dashboard for decisionmaking. The second, third, 
and fourth themes are directly relevant to the work 
of the RAND data team in this project; the founda-
tion established the purposes of the dashboard (first 
theme) and worked with the districts to make use of 
the data (fifth theme). 

Rothman (2015) found that stakeholder engage-
ment involves setting appropriate targets or bench-
marks, choosing the right indicators, and identifying 
the most-critical indicators for special scrutiny. Also, 
because dashboards must be responsive to ongoing 
and changing monitoring needs, occasional re- 
assessment of the usefulness of individual measures 
is recommended (Smith, 2013). High-quality and 
meaningful data might depend on a balance between 
availability and recency. Some users (or metrics) can 
use data that are several months old, while oth-
ers require almost real-time access to information 
(Philips, Reber, and Rothstein, 2018). Fragmented 
responsibility for data can decrease the quality and 
timeliness of the data, and failure to maintain or 
update data can result in a loss of stakeholder trust 
(Matheus, Janssen, and Maheshwari, forthcoming). 
Lastly, the use of similar data formats and common 
metrics across institutions enhances data compa-
rability and adds to the effectiveness of the data 
displays (West, 2012).

Several issues were identified in the literature 
that were relevant to the tasks undertaken by the 
RAND data team, although none of the publications 
found were comprehensive with respect to dashboard 
design and presentation. The main suggestions are to 
(in each case, we are quoting from or paraphrasing 
the cited work):

• work with users to develop the dashboard; 
this will create ownership on the part of 
stakeholders—including staff who supply the 
data—and that buy-in will improve the quality 
of the data (Raftree, 2015)

• be clear about your data categories and indi-
cators, particularly if different sites are using 
different data models (Raftree, 2015)

• constantly change and iterate on the dash-
boards; they will need continuous upkeep 
(Raftree, 2015)
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in managing and standardizing data across sites; 
and we focus on the importance of data confidenti-
ality, data sensitivity, and partnerships. In the final 
section, we summarize our experiences and highlight 
the most-important lessons learned.

Metric Definitions, Data 

Warehouse, and Dashboard

Throughout this project, we created a data system 
that allowed the sites and the foundation to monitor 
the progress of the initiative over time and across 
sites. The foundation identified five broad perfor-
mance goals of the initiative to track—effectiveness, 
equity, excellence, endurance, and execution—and 
chose specific elements related to each goal to mea-
sure. The RAND team worked with the foundation 
to define metrics that could be calculated using data 
provided from the sites. The three main recurring 
steps in this process were defining the specific met-
rics that would be calculated, gathering information 
from the sites and assembling it into a data ware-
house, and creating an annual dashboard display that 
summarized the metrics and tracked them over time.

Understanding the discussions in this section 
requires knowing some details about the IP ini-
tiative. As we noted in the previous section, the IP 
initiative was designed to improve outcomes for 
LIM students by increasing their access to effective 
teaching. Central to the initiative was the develop-
ment of a measure of teaching effectiveness. Each of 
the eight sites adopted its own quantitative indica-
tor of effectiveness that included information from 
structured classroom observations and a value-added 
measure based on student test performance; some 
sites also included information from student and 

These studies detail how the estimates are modeled 
and mention decisions made in data processing only 
at a high level. Other work has compared value added 
with other measures of instructional quality, giving 
more-explicit details on data handling in complex 
cases (McEachin et al., 2018). As researchers develop 
these models, school districts have been trying to 
increase the capability of educators to get timely 
information about how their districts, schools, and 
classrooms are performing on key metrics (Means, 
Padilla, and Gallagher, 2010). The RAND data team 
did not have to design the value-added measure, but 
we did have to develop indicators based on the effec-
tiveness measures adopted by the IP sites.

The work of the RAND data team was unique in 
that it served both the analysis of teacher value- added 
research and the timelier monitoring needs of school 
administrators and the foundation. This effort also 
involved developing metrics across sites rather than 
at a single site. As a result, the insights we developed 
about dashboard production and metric development 
expand the practical recommendations currently 
found in the literature.

Organization of This Report

In the next section, we describe the final form of 
the data warehouse and the dashboard created. We 
begin with the warehouse and dashboard to provide 
a sense of what was built using the sites’ data. Next, 
we discuss some of the challenges we encountered, 
roughly in the order in which we faced them, that are 
the most relevant to other data teams and explain our 
approaches to solving them. In particular, we focus 
on defining the metrics used to track system perfor-
mance; we examine issues related to data collection; 
we illustrate some of the challenges we encountered 

[T]he insights we developed about dashboard 
production and metric development expand the 
practical recommendations currently found in the 
literature.
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Data Warehouse

The RAND data team made formal requests to the 
sites to provide data needed both by the research 
teams and to compute the metrics described earlier 
to support the IP initiative. These data were assem-
bled into a data warehouse. In the first year of data 
collection, sites provided available historical data 
from school year (SY) 2006–2007 to SY 2011–2012; in 
each subsequent year, the sites provided annual data 
through SY 2017–2018. Data files and data elements 
were standardized across sites and across time. In 
Table 3, we list the data files that constituted the data 
warehouse. In addition to the data required for the 
metrics, the data warehouse included data required to 
support the research teams. The survey data collected 
by AIR were not included in the warehouse, although 
AIR used those data to compute relevant metrics that 
were included on the dashboards.

Dashboard

After the metrics were defined and the data ware-
house was populated with the necessary data from 
each site, foundation leaders provided broad guide-
lines about the type of static visual display they pre-
ferred for the dashboard. Given this input, the RAND 
data team developed the dashboard as an Excel work-
book with several worksheets. The first worksheet tab 
showed the number of schools, teachers, and students 
by school year. The second tab contained a matrix of 
the metrics by school year, along with notes explain-
ing any missing information, differences in compu-
tation from prior years, or general cautions because 
of a change in testing or reporting (see Figure 1). The 
third tab displayed a chart or graph of each metric 
(see Figure 2). The fourth tab listed all computed 
metrics and the number of students and teachers 
used for each computation. The dashboards were 
produced annually in the fall for each site.

The development of the metrics, data warehouse, 
and dashboard was a complicated task, one that 
involved the foundation, the sites, the evaluation 
teams, and the RAND data team. We spent about 
18 months discussing, testing, and reviewing proto-
types before the final form of the dashboard was set. 
It was first produced in fall 2012 and incorporated 

parent surveys. Once the effectiveness measures were 
calculated, each site set cut points to classify teachers 
into four or five levels of effectiveness. These levels of 
effectiveness were important to multiple IP policies; 
as a result, they were used in several of the metrics 
and appeared frequently in the dashboard displays.

In this section, we discuss the final form of the 
data warehouse and the dashboards for the sites, 
starting with the process of defining metrics. In 
the next three sections, we discuss the challenges 
we encountered in the process and the solutions we 
used to address those challenges, in addition to some 
challenges that are part of the process and potential 
solutions to them.

Metric Definitions

The specific metrics developed to monitor each of the 
five performance areas discussed earlier are shown in 
Table 2. The table lists the main performance areas, 
the metrics in each category, and a brief definition; 
full definitions are provided in the appendix. The 
effectiveness metrics included several measures of 
teacher effectiveness (TE) and measures that address 
managing the teaching workforce, such as tenure 
decisions and selective retention of newly hired 
teachers. The equity metrics measure equitable access 
to effective teachers for all students, strategic staff-
ing of math teaching positions, and discipline rates. 
The excellence metrics focus on student achievement 
and engagement. The endurance of the reforms and 
the execution of key activities were measured by 
responses to teacher and school leader surveys con-
ducted by AIR.

The metric development process involved 
lengthy discussions among the foundation, the 
sites, the evaluation research teams, and the RAND 
data team. It also involved exploring each site’s data 
system because final definitions had to account for 
different data standards, test regimes, and person-
nel files. It was important to adopt definitions that 
permitted the RAND data team to calculate a single 
metric across all sites. We highlight some of the chal-
lenges in defining metrics later in this report.
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TABLE 2

Metrics for Effectiveness, Equity, Excellence, Endurance, and Execution

Category Metric General Definition

Effectiveness Differentiation of Performance Percentage of teachers in each effectiveness category

Strength of Tenure Decisions Percentage of newly tenured teachers rated effective or higher

Performance of New Teachers Average effectiveness percentile of teachers with three or fewer years in 

district

Selective Retention Percentage of teachers in the highest- and lowest-rated categories (and 

for top and bottom decile)

Overall Teacher Improvement Percentage of teachers who improved minus percentage of teachers 

who declined, continuous score

Addressing Ineffective Teaching Percentage of ineffective teachers who exited or improved

Equity Access to Effective Teachers Probability of having a top-decile reading teacher, by student LIM status

Probability of having a bottom-decile reading teacher, by student LIM 

status

Probability of having a top-decile math teacher, by student LIM status

Probability of having a bottom-decile math teacher, by student LIM 

status

Probability of having a highly effective reading teacher, by student LIM 

status

Probability of having an ineffective reading teacher, by student LIM 

status

Probability of having a highly effective math teacher, by student LIM 

status

Probability of having an ineffective math teacher, by student LIM status

Strategic Staffing of Math Teachers Difference of percentage proficient in prior year math achievement 

scores by students taught by novice (less than or equal to one year) 

versus experienced (three or more years) teachers

Discipline Data Percentage of LIM and non-LIM students expelled or suspended

Excellence Student Achievement Percentage proficient or above on state standardized exam in reading 

and mathematics for all students and by LIM status

Growth Relative to State Percentage of students whose scores on state achievement tests 

increase from grade to grade more than the overall increase in state 

scores for white students in the same grades

Closure of Achievement Gap Closure of the achievement gap for LIM students for reading and 

mathematics

Four-Year Graduation Rate Percentage of students who graduate within four years of entering grade 

9 for all students and by LIM status

College Readiness Percentage of students at college level on standardized tests for all 

students and by LIM status

Participation in College Readiness 

Assessments

Percentage of each cohort participating in standardized test to measure 

college readiness

On-Time College Enrollment Percentage enrolling in college within five years of entering grade 9 by 

LIM status and for all students
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Category Metric General Definition

Endurance Evaluation System Accuracy

(Teachers)

Percentage of teacher survey respondents agreeing that the teacher 

evaluation system does a good job distinguishing effective from 

ineffective teachers

Evaluation System Fairness Percentage of teacher survey respondents agreeing that the 

consequences tied to teacher evaluation results are reasonable, fair, and 

appropriate

Evaluation System Accuracy

(Leaders)

Percentage of school leader survey respondents agreeing that the 

teacher evaluation system does a good job distinguishing effective from 

ineffective teachers

Rigorous Tenure Decisions Percentage of school leader survey respondents agreeing that, over the 

past few years, it has become more difficult for teachers to earn tenure 

in their district

Value of Supports Aligned to 

Evaluation

Percentage of teacher survey respondents agreeing that supports 

aligned to evaluation results are appropriate and helpful

Execution Prevalence of New Measure Usage Percentage of teachers receiving a performance rating based on the 

new measures

Impact of PD on Learning Percentage of teacher survey respondents agreeing with the statement, 

“My PD experiences this year have enhanced my ability to improve 

student learning”

Culture of Collaboration Percentage of teacher survey respondents agreeing with the statement, 

“Teachers at my school support each other in their efforts to improve 

teaching”

Quality of Administrator Feedback Percentage of teacher survey respondents agreeing with the statement, 

“After my teaching is observed, I receive useful and actionable 

feedback”

Intentional PD Alignment Percentage of school leader respondents agreeing with the statement, 

“In my school, we use teacher evaluation results to align PD to each 

teacher’s strengths and weaknesses”

Strategic Staffing Decisions Percentage of school leaders reporting that to a moderate or large 

extent, teachers’ evaluation results are used to assign teachers to 

classes or students within the school 

Job-Embedded Supports Percentage of school leaders reporting that more than 50 percent of 

the teachers at their school received some type of formal, individualized 

coaching and/or mentoring this year

Selective Hiring for Teacher Leader 

Roles

Percentage of school leader respondents agreeing with the statement, 

“The teachers who hold higher-level career ladder or specialized 

positions at my school are effective educators”

NOTES: Further details about the calculation of each metric are provided in the appendix to this report. Endurance and execution metrics are based on 

the annual teacher survey and school leader survey conducted by AIR.

Table 2—Continued
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Challenges Related to Defining 

Metrics and Ways to Address 

Them

As noted earlier, the metric development process 
involved collaboration among the foundation, the 
sites, and the evaluation research teams. The pro-
cess was complicated because it required taking into 
account different standards, test regimes, and data 
formats so that a single metric could be reported 
across sites. This process generally entailed a series 
of discussions about which measures should be 

data from SY 2006–2007 through SY 2011–2012; we 
then produced an annual dashboard for each site 
for the next six years. For a variety of reasons (and 
consistent with observations from Raftree, 2015), 
small changes were required almost every year to 
accommodate the foundation’s needs, site concerns, 
or site-specific changes in the underlying data. This 
is an example of one type of challenge we faced: 
periodic changes in the data collected by the sites 
or in how such data were provided. These and other 
challenges are discussed in subsequent sections.

TABLE 3

Content of the Data Warehouse

Data File Description

Assessment Student state assessment scores and accommodations

Attendance Student total days enrolled, present, and absent

College Assessment Student college assessment scores and accommodations

College Enrollment College enrollment history

Compensation Teacher compensation 

Course All courses offered by school, course name, and section, with categorization by type (i.e., 

mathematics, science, English language arts [ELA])

Course Student Students’ links to course sections

Course Teacher Teachers’ links to course sections

Disability Student disability

Discipline Every disciplinary event, with dates, description, and resolution

Enrollment Student enrollment dates and demographic data for each school attended

Job Staff job history

School School location, first and last day of school, grades taught, Title 1 status, and type (i.e., 

magnet, charter, alternative)

Staff Staff and teacher demographics and credentials

Teacher Effectiveness Teacher effectiveness scores and components

FIGURE 1

Snapshot of Dashboard Table

NOTES: The darker color in 2015 and 2016 alerts the reader to the change in the state assessments. Scores in 2015 and after are not directly 
comparable to scores in 2014 and earlier because the assessments align to different state standards.
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development of three metrics: college readiness, access 
to effective teaching, and career ladders. The first two 
metrics are part of the excellence and equity catego-
ries, respectively, that were shown earlier in Table 2. 
We were unable to develop an effectiveness metric for 
selective hiring for career path positions (i.e., career 
ladders).

College Readiness

Context

One way in which schools and districts measure 
academic success is by assessing how many of their 
students are prepared for college education. The 
foundation wanted to create a metric of college 
readiness that could be used to compare each site’s 
progress over time and compare the sites with one 
another.C Foundation leaders decided to use available 
standardized college preparation tests to measure 
readiness across sites. Next, we had to decide on the 
tests that would be included. The Scholastic Aptitude 
Test (SAT) and American College Test (ACT) are 

C   For the dashboard, we needed a straightforward indicator that 
was widely available, although we recognize that college readi-
ness is multidimensional and that there are various methods to 
measure it (Porter and Polikoff, 2012).

computed and exactly how these computations 
should be done. On the surface, this might seem 
straightforward, but there are many complexities in 
tracking students and teachers over time that had 
to be addressed for each metric. The negotiations 
included considering what standards would be appro-
priate and fair for assessing progress and making the 
metrics comparable across sites located in different 
states with different organizational structures (i.e., 
school districts and CMOs) and consistent with dif-
ferent internal accountability systems. Some metric 
definitions had to be scaled back because of a lack of 
high-quality administrative data needed to define 
those metrics.

As noted earlier, the dashboard metrics provided 
an organizing framework for the annual stock- taking 
meetings between the sites and the foundation. The 
dashboards were intended to be used as a tool to 
capture progress on key indicators, both as a way 
to develop a shared understanding of improvement 
and to prompt collaborative reflection, inquiry, and 
action. One of the challenges in developing met-
rics across sites is that stakeholders have different, 
subjective views on which measures are best for these 
purposes.

To illustrate how decisions were made during 
the metric development process, we describe the 

FIGURE 2

Snapshot of Dashboard Chart
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how to measure college readiness (a problem noted by 
the U.S. Department of Education [undated]), it was 
difficult to come up with an approach that satisfied 
all parties. After negotiating with the sites and the 
foundation, two different standards for readiness for 
each test were created: basic and substantial.

In addition to different readiness standards for 
the SAT, ACT, and EAP, students in different states 
were more likely to take one test than another. In 
some sites, the SAT was more prevalent; in other 
cases, the students were encouraged to take the ACT 
(Saget, 2013). When reading and math were com-
bined, the SAT scores ranged from 400 to 1,600. The 
ACT score was given as both a composite score and 
scores for each subject area, each with a maximum of 
36. EAP scores were given in terms of three possible 
levels. Given the different scales and scoring distribu-
tions of each test, we had concerns about the compa-
rability of readiness across sites that used different 
tests.

Foundation leaders and the RAND team decided 
to report multiple cut points for each assessment and 
to use whatever testing data the sites provided. This 
allowed us to observe site trends at multiple levels 
of readiness while allowing the site stakeholders to 
focus on the readiness levels they thought were most 
appropriate. However, the issue of cross-site compa-
rability because of different tests was not resolved. 
College readiness comparisons across sites were 

administered nationally, and all sites encourage 
their students to take at least one of them. Students 
in California also received a score on the Early 
Assessment Program (EAP) when they completed 
the Smarter Balanced Summative Assessments,D 
which were administered statewide. The foundation 
proposed one set of scores, which received some 
pushback from the site stakeholders. After discussion 
among the RAND team, the foundation, and the 
sites, we agreed that a student would be counted as 
“college ready” if they obtained a total or compos-
ite score above a certain level on at least one of the 
college readiness assessments: the ACT, SAT, or EAP 
in California. 

Once the general framework was established by 
working with the stakeholders (Raftree, 2015), we had 
to decide on the specific scores that would represent 
college readiness on each test. Decisions had to be 
made to balance the preferences of different stake-
holders and accommodate a variety of data formats 
and academic testing regimes. It was important to 
be responsive to the concerns of the site leaders and 
engage them in the process so that the dashboards 
would contain indicators they trusted. Site and 
foundation stakeholders had concerns about which 
tests would be eligible for inclusion and how high the 
scoring standards should be. We describe some of the 
key challenges we encountered and the solutions we 
arrived at in the following section.

Challenges and Ways to Address Them

Stakeholders in Florida and Tennessee suggested 
that we use the college admission requirements for 
the SAT and ACT that are listed by the universities 
in their respective states to define college readiness. 
Unfortunately, these two sets of standards were not 
the same. Foundation stakeholders wanted compara-
bility across sites and thus preferred a single standard 
for each test. One of the site stakeholders felt that the 
originally proposed cut points should not be used as a 
measure of college readiness in their district because 
the cut points were significantly different than state 
admission standards. Without a clear consensus on 

D   The Smarter Balanced Summative Assessments are end-of-year 
assessments for ELA and math that measure progress toward 
college and career readiness.

It was important to 
be responsive to the 
concerns of the site 
leaders and engage 
them in the process so 
that the dashboards 
would contain indicators 
they trusted.
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systems and data-collection procedures in each site. 
Two conditions were most problematic. First, there 
were important differences in the way sites kept track 
of students who were enrolled in a class for less than 
a full term (e.g., they transferred to another teacher), 
which forced us to come up with a way to adjust the 
computation when students were associated with 
teachers for different lengths of time. Second, (and 
reminiscent of Raftree, 2015) although all sites devel-
oped similar TE measures and classified teachers into 
levels based on effectiveness, they did not all use the 
same number of levels or comparable cut points for 
assigning teachers to those levels.

Our first challenge, as discussed above, was 
that the sites had different systems for maintaining 
information about which students were taught by 
which teachers. Some sites kept track of every time a 
student changed sections; others only kept student-
teacher links that remained after an established 
validation date for each semester (e.g., five weeks 
from the beginning of the semester). We restricted 
student-teacher matches to those involving at least 
four months of instruction. Four months was chosen 
because it accounts for a significant portion of one 
semester. If we had included all links, those with 
schedule changes at the beginning of the semester 
would have been linked to more teachers; therefore, 
they would be more likely to be associated with at 
least one ineffective or highly effective teacher.

The second challenge related to differences in 
effectiveness levels. As we described earlier, adminis-
trators and staff at each site were expected to develop 
a shared understanding of effective teaching and 
a way to measure it that included at least two ele-
ments: a direct measure of teaching practice (e.g., 

restricted to comparisons of site trends rather than 
absolute readiness levels.

Access to Effective Teaching

Context

The metric access to effective teaching was designed to 
indicate whether effective teachers were distributed 
equitably between LIM students and the rest of the 
student population. There are many ways this might 
be expressed, but because the sites all developed 
similar (although not identical) measures of effective 
teaching and used the TE measures in their internal 
teacher evaluation systems, this measure seemed 
like the logical place to start. The metric we defined 
compares the proportion of LIM students with non-
LIM students who have at least one teacher who was 
deemed highly effective in the preceding school year; 
it is calculated separately based on the effectiveness 
of teachers who taught mathematics and reading/
ELA. For all student-teacher links in a subject, the 
procedure identifies the prior-year effectiveness of 
each teacher and assigns a 1 to a student if any of 
their teachers were highly effective or a zero if all 
teachers were not highly effective. A similar process 
is used to calculate a metric that measures access to 
ineffective teachers.

Challenges and Ways to Address Them

Access to effective teaching is one of the most import-
ant metrics in the dashboard because it is a key 
IP initiative goal. As a result, it was essential that 
the metric we developed supported valid cross-site 
comparisons. However, it was difficult to achieve 
comparability because of differences in the academic 

[A]lthough all sites developed similar TE measures 
and classified teachers into levels based on 
effectiveness, they did not all use the same 
number of levels or comparable cut points for 
assigning teachers to those levels.
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the definition we adopted had some good features 
(e.g., the effectiveness designations within sites were 
generally consistent over time), it had some problems. 
Most problematic among these challenges was the 
fact that these two metrics were not directly compa-
rable across sites.

We also noticed that the effectiveness ratings 
tended to improve over the years in some sites far 
more than in others, as more and more teachers were 
classified into the top categories. This raised some 
doubts about the comparability of the two metrics. 
To achieve comparability across sites and better rela-
tive comparisons within sites, we began using deciles 
in addition to categories. Given that the categorical 
effectiveness levels are not comparable across sites, 
we used the underlying distribution of the effective-
ness scores as a way to develop the highly effective 
or ineffective metric. Specifically, instead of looking 
at the top and bottom TE categories, we used the top 
10 percent and the bottom 10 percent of all teachers 
receiving a TE score on the underlying effectiveness 
scale to determine highly effective and ineffective 
teachers, respectively. This method resulted in a met-
ric that was more comparable across sites and that 
was not subject to changes in the overall TE scores 
over time (e.g., scores increasing substantially). It 
also provided a more refined measure of the relative 
performance of teachers within a site, allowing for 
more-precise differentiation between the higher- and 
lower- performing teachers. Finally, it was easier to 
interpret: On average, about 10 percent of students 
are expected to have had a top-decile math teacher. 
Anything above 10 percent for a given group of stu-
dents suggested that that group had greater exposure 
to highly effective teachers compared with another 
group of students. However, the decile-based measure 
of access was less meaningful to the sites because it 
did not align with any site’s internal teacher evalu-
ation system based on the four or five effectiveness 
levels.

The next step in the evolution of this metric was 
to use subject-specific distributions instead of all TE 
scores. It is possible that, on the whole, math teachers 
had higher average effectiveness scores than the other 
teachers. This was more likely to occur in smaller 
sites with fewer teachers where the distribution of 
effectiveness was not as smooth. Using effective math 

administrator rating of teaching using a structured 
observation rubric) and a measure of each teacher’s 
contribution to student achievement growth (e.g., a 
value-added measure based on standardized achieve-
ment test scores). The TE measure could include 
other elements, such as feedback from student and 
parents. There was considerable variation in the 
approaches the sites used to collect and combine 
elements into an overall TE score, although all TE 
measures included the required two components 
(Stecher et al., 2018; Stecher et al., 2019).

Once the local TE measures were calculated, 
the sites designated different numbers of levels of 
effectiveness (i.e., different numbers of cut points 
on their TE measure). Some sites created four levels 
(e.g., novice, intermediate, effective, advanced), while 
other sites used five levels to categorize effectiveness. 
(For additional details, see the appendix.) Although 
these differences might not seem that important, 
the TE measures were used for teacher evaluation 
and thus had real consequences for teachers in terms 
of job security and salary. The levels had practical 
meanings in each site, and the sites were protective of 
their designations. One could not equate “novice” in 
one site with “beginner” in another without careful 
discussion and agreement.

Further complicating efforts to create this metric 
was the fact that there was considerable variation 
across sites in the distribution of teachers among 
the effectiveness categories. In one site, by design, 
the highest category contained just 1–2 percent of 
teachers. In another site, 30 percent of teachers were 
in the top category. Although everyone agreed that 
access to effective teaching should be based on each 
teacher’s site-determined effectiveness level, it was 
not at all obvious how to use the available informa-
tion on effectiveness levels to create a comparable 
metric across sites. We held several conversations 
with the sites and the foundation during which we 
compared the descriptions of the effectiveness levels 
and examined the distributions of effectiveness 
across sites. Eventually, we reached agreement on 
two metrics, one of which focused on highly effective 
teachers and the other of which focused on ineffec-
tive teachers. We also agreed on which categories 
in each site would be included in the calculation of 
the access to effective teaching metrics. Although 
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metric was more valid for showing within-site trends 
over time than for comparing equity across sites.

Career Ladders

Context

One of the goals of the IP initiative was that sites 
would create career ladders to give more -effective 
teachers greater leadership opportunities; for exam-
ple, teachers might serve as mentors for part of the 
day to help other teachers improve their practice. In 
a career ladder, there is a progression of jobs with 
increasing responsibility (and increasing pay), which 
would help sites retain their most- effective teach-
ers. Foundation stakeholders hoped to be able to 
define a metric that would assess the degree to which 
more- effective teachers were being provided such 
opportunities; specifically, the percentage of teachers 
advancing to career ladder or teacher leader posi-
tions with highly effective ratings, with the rationale 
of measuring the selectiveness of hiring for career 
ladder or teacher leader positions. However, as we 
examined the personnel data more closely, we could 
not identify sites where career ladders existed. A 
career ladder was envisioned as a job path of increas-
ing responsibility that would be clearly indicated by 
job descriptions and information on promotions or 
compensation increases, much as government posi-
tions of relative seniority are indicated by levels I, II, 
or III. However, the personnel data we received from 
sites did not reveal clear linear paths. Although some 
teachers moved from classroom teaching to admin-
istrative roles, there were no clear job titles that 
indicated seniority or experience among teachers. We 
tried to compare job descriptions with compensation 
files to see whether that would reveal a link between a 
path of greater responsibility and a higher salary, but 

teachers as an example, we used a method where only 
those teachers who taught a math course were used 
for the math metric. In this method, the top 10 per-
cent of math teachers were used for the top decile. 
Using the subject-specific restriction did not substan-
tially change the results.

We were not able to solve all the challenges 
associated with the access to effective teaching 
metric. For example, the number of courses per 
student varied by site because in some sites, students 
change courses each semester, while in other sites, 
they change courses annually. In the former case, a 
student might have had 16 one-semester courses; in 
the latter case, they might have had eight year-long 
courses. This suggests that the former student might 
be taught by a higher number of teachers in a given 
school year. In this case, any metric that is defined 
in terms of having at least one teacher of a particular 
type might be inflated for sites that tended to have 
shorter course lengths.

In Table 4, we show the average number of 
courses and teachers per subject for 7th grade stu-
dents across all sites from 2011 to 2016. The numbers 
range from about one teacher and one course per stu-
dent in site 2 for both ELA and math to 3.5 courses 
and about two teachers in site 7 for ELA. There also 
were differences between subjects within a site in 
some cases. Barring major scheduling differences 
from one year to the next, the access to effective 
teaching metric was measured consistently within 
sites.

As this analysis shows, any metric based on 
exposure to a particular type of teacher will be 
affected by school scheduling and teacher assignment 
practices. Despite a great deal of discussion with 
site leaders, we were unable to resolve this challenge 
entirely. As a result, the access to effective teaching 

TABLE 4

Average Number of ELA and Math Courses and Teachers Among 7th Graders Across 
Sites, 2011–2016

Type of Course or Teacher Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5 Site 6 Site 7 Site 8

ELA courses 1.97 1.00 1.72 1.46 1.11 1.43 3.49 1.00

ELA teachers 1.02 1.04 1.97 1.18 1.15 1.45 1.99 1.17

Math courses 2.25 1.00 1.34 1.28 1.09 1.37 2.91 1.08

Math teachers 1.18 1.05 1.65 1.08 1.08 1.39 1.70 1.36
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among teachers in a way that was conducive to the 
metric’s calculation.

Summary

In Table 5, we summarize challenges that arose in 
developing metrics and present some recommended 
ways to address them; these detailed recommenda-
tions expand on the general suggestions made by, 
among others, Raftree, 2015; Matheus, Janssen, and 
Maheshwari, forthcoming; and West, 2012. Some 
of the recommendations reflect things we did in 
our project, and those items are shaded in the table. 
The unshaded recommendations reflect suggestions 
that we did not use in our project but that could 
be tried by other researchers, data scientists, and 
practitioners.

Challenges Related to 

Collecting Data and Ways to 

Address Them

In addition to the challenges related to defining 
metrics, we encountered inherent data-collection 
challenges when coordinating data transfers between 

that also failed to get us closer to a reasonable way to 
define a career path metric.

Challenges and Ways to Address Them

Despite the availability of detailed personnel data, 
we had difficulty defining and measuring this metric 
because of the way the relevant data were gener-
ated and stored. This situation occurred in all the 
sites; none of the personnel files had an identifiable 
hierarchy of teaching job titles, roles, and respon-
sibilities. Although career ladders were part of the 
IP initiative, they were not one of the levers that 
sites implemented at the beginning of the initiative. 
After discussion with the site leaders and a review 
of existing data, we reached the empirical decision 
that the personnel data were insufficient to identify 
existing career ladders. This is not surprising given 
that hierarchical career ladders were never fully 
realized by the sites. In fact, after three or four years, 
the evaluators learned that most of the sites had 
decided not to implement complete career ladders. 
This metric seemed calculable when the metrics were 
outlined originally. Only after reviewing the data did 
we determine that sites either were not creating such 
positions or were not tracking career progression 

TABLE 5

Challenges Related to Developing Metrics and Recommended Ways to Address Them

Challenges Recommended Ways to Address Them

There are differences in subjective views about how to 

operationalize a general construct, such as effectiveness

Conduct conversations with stakeholders to come to a shared 

understanding about key constructs

There are differences in existing locally adopted definitions 

(e.g., the definition of college ready)

Create and report multiple designations that correspond to 

familiar policies

Sites measure a similar construct (e.g., effective teaching) 

in different ways, making comparisons between sites 

challenging

Balance the metrics between those that allow for comparing 

across sites and those that are more valid for within-site trends

Different tests and scales perform the same function (e.g., 

SAT, ACT)

Look for research or a practical basis for equating across scales; 

look for research-based correspondences

There are differences in the distribution of performance 

levels based on differences in the strictness of cut points 

(e.g., percentage of highly effective teachers)

Use percentiles or other relative designations rather than cut 

points that cannot be compared

There are different standards for course length, length of 

the school day, number of courses per student, and other 

underlying educational elements

Work carefully with local administrators to understand conditions 

in the schools; just because you can compute the same indicator 

in two settings does not mean that the two versions will be 

comparable

There are insufficient levels of detail in files (e.g., teacher job 

classifications)

Realize that not all constructs might be present and that it might 

be better to obtain descriptive information from site leaders about 

the implemented program than to try to extract indicators from 

extensive data files
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compare the same subgroups (e.g., grade, sex, ethnic-
ity) at the same point in time in four states, but this 
was not always possible because of the timing and 
reporting structure of state data.

Idiosyncratic uncertainties inherent in the 
state-provided testing data led to variation in the 
timeliness of the production of dashboards. In 
some years, we delayed the production of the dash-
boards, while in other years, we produced incom-
plete dashboards and issued updates when the data 
became available. This meant that in some years, 
the foundation and the sites had all the metrics for 
discussion during their stock-taking meetings, while 
in other years, the excellence-based metrics were not 
available. It was a challenge to balance the flexibility 
to respond to delays in the availability of state data 
with timeliness to make the metrics available for 
decisionmaking.

We suggest that other data analysts be cognizant 
of this potential problem and do their best to plan 
around state data release dates. Research projects 
that rely on current state assessment data should give 
thought to the timing of the tests and the release 
schedule of the aggregate data. Creating dynamic 
dashboards with regular updates based on new state 
or district data could be a potential solution, but 
one consequence of doing so might be initial errors 
because data tend to improve in subsequent releases.

Changes in Longitudinal Data, 
Systems, and Needs

The metrics developed for the project are tracked 
over time to help the foundation and the sites moni-
tor progress. We calculated indicators annually over a 
12-year period, from SY 2006–2007 to SY 2017–2018.

Over this long period, we encountered several 
changes that affected our ability to construct indica-
tors that are defined in the same way and that made 
it harder to interpret trends. For instance, gradual 
or abrupt changes made by a district in the policies 
and procedures (e.g., changes in recordkeeping, test 
administration, privacy requirements, access to TE 
data) affect how indicators are measured over time. 
Another example is the adoption of Common Core 
State Standards (CCSS), which led to changes in state 

a variety of different organizations. These challenges 
were amplified when collecting data continuously 
over a period of years. We collected primarily admin-
istrative data, including fiscal information, personnel 
data (e.g., employment history, compensation, ratings 
of effectiveness), and student information (e.g., 
demographics, enrollment history, standardized test 
scores). Most of these data were collected by the sites, 
but some data, such as standardized test results, were 
collected by states. Other important sources of data 
that were relevant to the dashboard included teacher 
and school leader surveys, which were collected by 
AIR; classroom observations, which were conducted 
by trained teachers and administrators in the sites; 
and student and parent satisfaction surveys, which 
were developed by outside organizations and col-
lected by the sites. 

In this section, we discuss how the timing of data 
releases and changes in school district data systems 
and data-collection procedures can affect researchers’ 
access to data. We also describe challenges related to 
using national data sources. Information on college 
enrollment and scores from college admission tests 
are examples of these national-level challenges and 
are discussed in detail.

Timeliness and Format of Aggregate 
State Data

Besides the foundation, stakeholders at the sites were 
the main consumers of the dashboard. Their review 
of the dashboard occurred at annual stock-taking 
meetings, which typically occurred in the fall of each 
school year. Three of the dashboard metrics were 
based on results from state achievement tests, and 
two metrics involved comparisons of proficiency 
rates by subgroups at the site and state levels. We 
relied on the timely processing and reporting of 
state achievement test results to be able to compute 
these metrics in time for the stock-taking meet-
ings. Unfortunately, even for a given state, both the 
timing and formatting of aggregate data releases 
changed from year to year in ways that made it 
hard to produce consistent and timely dashboards. 
These changes were particularly difficult for making 
cross-state comparisons. For instance, we wanted to 
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obtain college enrollment data either directly from 
the National Student Clearinghouse (NSC) or from 
a vendor (e.g., Beyond12). NSC is an independent, 
nonprofit organization that maintains a reposi-
tory of student -level college enrollment and degree 
attainment data. However, there are several limita-
tions to using the NSC data for measuring college 
enrollment that might lead to underreporting. 
These problems relate to incomplete participation 
by colleges, matching errors, and privacy concerns. 
Although 97 percent of all students are enrolled in 
degree-granting institutions in the United States 
that submit data to NSC, participation is voluntary 
and not all degree-granting institutions share their 
data (Dundar and Shapiro, 2016). Additionally, the 
algorithm the NSC uses to report enrollment back to 
districts matches records primarily on student name 
and date of birth. Matching errors because of name 
changes and typographical mistakes can introduce 
inaccuracy. Finally, FERPA is a federal law that 
protects the privacy of student education records, 
allowing both students and schools to block the 
sharing of enrollment information. Researchers have 
found that suppression of student records because of 
privacy laws leads to the underreporting of college 
enrollment (Dynarski et al., 2015).

SAT Revision

As noted earlier, the college readiness metric reports 
the percentage of students who achieved a certain 
level of proficiency on either the SAT or ACT (or, in 
California, on the EAP). In March 2016, the College 
Board changed its scoring system from one that 

assessments that were used as the basis for some 
metrics (National Governors Association Center for 
Best Practices and the Council of Chief State School 
Officers, 2010). As a result, trend data are discontin-
uous in the year the underlying measure changes. 
Furthermore, states altered their respective testing 
regimens at different points in time, making cross-
state comparisons difficult. Indeed, as shown in 
Table 6, cross-site comparisons of trends are discon-
tinuous for more than one year (Achieve, 2013; CCSS 
Initiative, undated). Likewise, longitudinal analyses 
that were built on year-over-year changes were dis-
rupted any time the underlying test changed.

We considered several alternatives: For exam-
ple, crafting metrics around percentiles instead of 
absolute scoring levels was one way to address the 
issue. However, although percentiles might partially 
address the problem, they do not deal with the fact 
that the new and old tests might not be measuring 
exactly the same content, which leads to an irrecon-
cilable discontinuity.

Using National Data Sources

There are distinct challenges associated with the use 
of national data sources. We encountered two such 
challenges when we tried to develop measures related 
to college enrollment and college readiness.

College Enrollment

The on-time college enrollment metric reports the 
percentage of students enrolling in college within 
five years of entering grade 9. For this metric, sites 

TABLE 6

Full Implementation of Common Core State Standards,  
by State

State School Year of Full Implementation

Colorado 2013–2014

New York 2013–2014

Pennsylvania 2013–2014

Tennessee 2013–2014

California 2014–2015

Washington 2014–2015

Florida Not adopted

SOURCES: Achieve, 2013; CCSS Initiative, undated.
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by socioeconomic status within schools. Also, it 
made trends before and after the change related to 
low-income status more difficult to interpret because 
changes in FRL percentages possibly were the result 
of both how this variable is reported and demo-
graphic shifts in the student population.

To address this shift in reporting policy, we 
considered using a student’s FRL status from the 
previous year. One downside to this approach is 
that it would miss a change in FRL eligibility based 
on an actual change in the financial situation of 
the student’s family. In addition, this retrospective 
approach will be less useful in subsequent years as 
new students enroll in the site. If sites begin collect-
ing economic data other than FRL status, it would 
provide a better solution. During this project, one site 
began collecting an economic disadvantage indicator. 
This indicator is based on a survey administered at 
registration and on the presence of a student’s family 
on the administrative records of public assistance. 
Furthermore, this indicator is more comprehensive 
and measures a student’s low-income status more 
directly.

Race and Ethnicity Designations

The U.S. Census uses broad racial categories that 
include white, black or African American, American 
Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, and Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific Islander (Humes, Jones, and 
Ramirez, 2011; Office of Management and Budget, 
1997). The census also records Hispanic or Latino 
origin regardless of race. For this initiative, minority 
students are defined as those of Hispanic or Latino 
origin or those who indicated a race of either black 
or African American, or American Indian or Alaska 
Native. All the sites kept track of the race or ethnicity 
of all students, and they typically used the same cate-
gories as the census. However, in some sites, Hispanic 
or Latino origin was treated as another ethnic cate-
gory, so, for example, students could not identify as 
both Hispanic and black. Some sites changed their 
reporting rules over time. For example, in one site, 
prior to 2010, students could report only a single 
ethnicity because that is all the data system would 
allow. After 2010, the data system allowed students 
to indicate all applicable ethnicities. As a result, the 

ranged from 200 to 800 for both math and reading 
to a system that ranges from ten to 40 for the reading 
section. It also made modifications to both the math 
and writing tests. Fortunately, the College Board 
provided concordance tables to convert scores from 
one system to the other. However, because the cut 
points we used to determine college readiness for the 
dashboard were fixed on the basis of the old scale, we 
chose to convert the new scores to the pre-2016 sys-
tem to maintain consistency within the dashboard.

Changes in Data-Collection 
Procedures Used by Sites

Sites maintain information on both teacher and 
student demographics, and we relied on these data 
for comparisons between students from different 
population subgroups. However, like many data sets, 
these databases evolved over time, and there were 
changes in how certain attributes were recorded or 
interpreted (consistent with Raftree, 2015). As these 
changes occur, researchers might need to adjust the 
context of longitudinal trends that compare sub-
groups of students. We provide several examples 
of changes in sites’ data-collection procedures that 
affected our analyses and the solutions we imple-
mented in the following sections.

Free or Reduced-Price Lunch Status

Each site maintained an indicator in the student data 
file for students who were eligible for free or reduced-
price lunch (FRL). FRL status was determined based 
on information a student provided at the outset of 
the school year related to their household’s income 
(U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition 
Service, undated). Many researchers used this 
indicator as a proxy for low-income status, as we did 
for many of the metrics (Baird et al., 2016). One site 
stakeholder told us that reported FRL rates among 
secondary students were lower than they should be 
because some secondary students were not filling 
out and returning the forms. This, along with high 
percentages of free lunches already provided, led to 
a proposal that entire schools be considered for FRL 
regardless of individual student information. This 
reduced researchers’ ability to differentiate students 
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In the second method, we received multiple scores 
per student, irrespective of their grade, but we only 
received test scores from one school year. For our 
purposes, we analyzed students’ best scores from 
college readiness tests over a four-year period.

Researchers must verify that the scoring report 
method fits within the aims of the study. At the 
outset of the project, we did not know the exact 
reporting method a site would use or that the method 
might change over time. Had we known, we would 
have advocated for receiving all scores from all tests a 
student took in a given year, which was the preferred 
method for our purposes. Explicit discussions on 
how standardized data, such as tests, are reported at 
the outset of the project can reduce the possibilities 
for inconsistent reporting through the project’s life.

Summary

The examples above highlight key challenges related 
to the collection of data. How data analysts might 
address these challenges are summarized in Table 7 
(which elaborates on suggestions from Raftree, 2015; 
Matheus, Janssen, and Maheshwari, forthcoming; 
and others). The shading reflects the fact that the 
recommended changes were things that we tried as 
part of the project.

Challenges Related to Managing 

and Standardizing Data and 

Ways to Address Them

Managing a diverse stream of education data over 
multiple years presents many challenges, and the 
bulk of our examples of challenges and solutions fall 
into this category. As with metric definition and data 
collection, metric comparability across sites remains 
a challenge for data management. In this section, we 
discuss approaches we used to accommodate missing 

percentages of minority students were higher after 
2010.

When we encountered cases in which a student’s 
race or ethnicity changed over time, we used the 
designation that was likely to be the most accurate 
and comparable and applied it to the other years. For 
example, in the case mentioned above, we applied 
students’ ethnicities as reported in 2011—when the 
data system was more consistent with the census 
designations—to their records from earlier years. Of 
course, this approach is useful only if a student has 
a record in the data before and after the change in 
collection procedures.

Changes in Score Reporting

Data measuring student progress through such 
achievement and assessment tests as the ACT, SAT, 
or end-of-course tests (EOCs) came from sources 
outside the sites. It was not uncommon for a student 
to take the same test multiple times and possibly in 
different grades. This testing pattern resulted in vari-
ation in how the scores were reported for both types 
of tests. In some years, the data we received were 
inadequate to compute the metrics given the change 
in reporting.

In two cases, site stakeholders told us that in 
consecutive years they received data from the testing 
organization that contained different information. 
When requesting test scores from either the ACT or 
SAT, the site submitted a list of students (normally 
its graduating HS seniors) and received students’ 
highest scores as of that date for that year. In both 
the prior and subsequent years, the site received all 
scores corresponding to all tests students took during 
that school year. Under the first reporting method, 
we received one score per student but were assured 
that it was their best score. Unfortunately, with this 
method, some students who took a college readiness 
test in that year would not have been included in that 
year’s data set unless they were graduating seniors. 

Managing a diverse stream of education data over 
multiple years presents many challenges . . . .
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taught. Furthermore, the teacher value-added (TVA) 
models needed to link teachers to students’ state 
assessment scores based on the subjects the teachers 
taught.

Sites provided a course category (e.g., sci-
ence, reading, world languages) in the course files. 
Normally, mathematics and ELA were identified 
as primary course categories; they are the subjects 
most-frequently examined for student progress 
and teacher assignments. Unfortunately, how sites 
arrived at those course category designations were 
neither straightforward nor consistent. Course files 
included records for all sections and students, and 
were exported directly from SISs, including some 
hard-to-categorize sections. For instance, some 
courses were attached to labs (e.g., Algebra I might 
have an associated Algebra I Lab). It was unclear 
whether instruction occurred in the lab section or 
whether it was effectively a study hall where students 
performed the work assigned in the main section. 
Depending on the site, both sections might be 
assigned to the math course category or just the main 
section. Without more information on the course, we 
could not determine which attribution was correct. 
As noted earlier, if two teachers were listed for each 
section, metrics capturing access to at least one 
particular type of teacher (e.g., highly effective) could 
be inflated. In modeling that is based on the amount 
of instruction, or time spent in the classroom, dosage 
depends on the decisions of how to handle ancillary 
course sections.

Sites varied in the degree of granularity used to 
identify course categories. Some sites identified only 

data, handle student identifier (ID) problems, and 
navigate issues of data reliability and validity.

Data Comparability Across Sites

Different data were available in different forms from 
each site; therefore, to compare progress across sites, 
we needed methods to standardize data across these 
disparate systems. For example, each site had its own 
student information system (SIS), each reflected local 
and statewide norms in terms of curriculum and 
standardized tests, and each independently created 
a method for measuring TE and assigning those 
measurements to rating categories. In the following 
sections, we provide examples of procedures we used 
to standardize information pertaining to course 
identification and student enrollment or withdrawal 
from school.

Standardizing Course Categories

As we discussed earlier, equity in access to effective 
teaching was one of the primary project metrics. 
We computed this metric in both mathematics and 
reading/ELA, which required identifying all courses 
and sections that fell into these subject categories. For 
this calculation, each student was linked with one or 
more teachers to determine whether they were taught 
by a highly effective teacher for a given subject. We 
also needed to classify courses into subjects as part of 
the sampling of teachers to complete surveys; for sur-
vey sampling, we wanted representativeness across 
several dimensions, including the subject matter 

TABLE 7

Challenges Related to Data Collection and Recommended Ways to Address Them

Challenges Recommended Ways to Address Them

State data release schedules vary, affecting the timeliness of 

data processing and reporting

Make proposed reporting schedules contingent on the receipt 

of external data and plan for multiple reporting cycles with 

increasing levels of completeness so that stakeholders have 

results as soon as possible for decisionmaking

The database structures and procedures used by national 

organizations might change

Inform stakeholders initially that there are uncertainties about the 

consistency of external data and consult with them if important 

changes occur

Sites might change their internal data recording policies or 

procedures (such as demographic categories)

Communicate often with site administrators to increase 

awareness of potential changes that might influence analysis or 

reporting; inform stakeholders about how such changes will affect 

reporting
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cohort of students (e.g., four-year graduation rate). 
The definition of these student cohorts depended on 
accurately identifying students who were currently 
enrolled and removing students who transferred 
out of the site for reasons that were outside the site’s 
control.

Student transfers were identified using with-
drawal codes and reasons contained in student 
administrative data. Sites developed withdrawal 
codes that met their administrative needs, but these 
codes had slightly different meanings across sites. 
For example, a transfer because of a disciplinary 
reason was counted as a transfer by one site but was 
considered an expulsion by another site. In addi-
tion, within-site changes in withdrawal codes across 
time required standardization. One site had a text 
field describing withdrawals that was unique for 
each entry (and likely was filled out by each school’s 
administrator). This site eventually changed from 
free-form text entry to specific withdrawal codes.

We conferred with the sites several times initially 
and then on an as-needed basis as codes changed 
on how we planned to categorize each withdrawal 
code, giving them the opportunity to correct our 
understanding of how a particular code was used in 
practice.

Missing Data Patterns

We anticipated that there would be challenges with 
categorization and standardization at the outset of 
the project, but we encountered some missing data 
problems that we did not foresee. Some unforeseen 
patterns in data missingness emerged that led to 
changes in analysis and reporting. We discuss one 
pattern below, where the missingness appears to be 
related to characteristics of interest. These are not 
problems with data collection or reporting; rather, 
they are idiosyncratic patterns of missingness in a 
site or for specific subgroups.

Understanding Missingness Patterns

Research involving student growth and graduation 
is inherently longitudinal, and analyses depend on 
students being tracked from one year to the next. 
However, transient students and/or key subgroups 

a handful of categories (e.g., reading, mathematics, 
science, social studies), while others had as many as 
30 categories. This was a concern primarily when 
identifying ELA courses or teachers. For one site, 
spelling, composition, grammar, reading, English, 
and/or literature courses were separate course 
categories, while another site used ELA for all these 
courses. We found that, for some research questions, 
more attention to the categorization based on course 
names was required to ensure comparability across 
sites.

One would think that the “other” category would 
include courses that did not fit neatly into a catego-
rization, but course sections (based on their names) 
seemed to be suited for broad course categories. 
For example, in one site, elementary courses were 
not given the same course categories as secondary 
courses; instead, they were given a general K–5 catch-
all category. We had to make judgments about which 
courses and teachers should be considered for math 
and ELA based on the course names and knowledge 
of the site.

As much as possible, we used the course cate-
gories provided by the sites. If that was insufficient, 
we used the more detailed description in the course 
names. In some cases, we observed course enroll-
ment patterns to better understand how to categorize 
courses (e.g., Was Algebra I Lab offered as a stand-
alone course, or did it appear only when a student 
was enrolled in Algebra I?). In addition to the steps 
we took to standardize courses, we iterated with the 
sites to obtain more detail on the course informa-
tion when necessary. As the capabilities of SISs are 
enhanced, more-detailed course information might 
become available. For instance, if information on 
assigned textbooks associated with each course were 
available, we would have been even more specific in 
identifying comparable courses across sites. We also 
could have used more-specific course descriptions 
that detailed course meeting schedules, content, 
and related sections—such as labs—that usually are 
paired with a main course. 

Standardizing Enrollment and Withdrawals

Several metrics related to achievement and edu-
cational attainment were based on a ninth-grade 
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Specifically, we examined the average number of 
schools seventh graders attended, school enrollment 
periods for seventh graders, the number of ELA 
teachers for seventh grade, and the percentage of 
eighth graders who were enrolled at the site in the 
previous year (see Figures 3 through 6). We com-
pared the averages of each measure by LIM status 
using t-tests.

Other studies on student mobility (i.e., trans-
ferring schools) have found that it is higher among 
economically disadvantaged students (Welsh, 2017; 
Colorado Department of Education, 2016). Figures 3 
and 4 suggest that LIM students attended more 
schools and had more transfers within sites than non-
LIM students. We counted the number of distinct 
schools for each student’s enrollment record and the 
number of distinct enrollment periods. In sites 1, 2, 3, 
5, and 8, LIM students had statistically significantly 
higher numbers of schools and enrollment periods 
than non-LIM students. In all cases except sites 3 and 
6, LIM students also were taught by more teachers on 
average.

were less likely to be included in the calculations 
for cohort-based metrics we calculated (such as 
college enrollment within five years of entering 
ninth grade). In our case, LIM students were a key 
subgroup because several metrics in the dashboard 
used LIM status to disaggregate measures of student 
achievement and progress. If a key subgroup disap-
peared from longitudinal data sets, it could have led 
to systemically underrepresenting groups in panel 
analyses. These were not cases where a student took 
a test but for some reason the test score was missing, 
which is a standard kind of missingness. Rather, 
these previous year scores were not present because 
the student was not enrolled in the school district or 
CMO in the previous year. All similar students would 
have missing values for the previous year’s test score, 
which is commonly used in TVA models (Mihaly 
et al., 2013; Hock and Isenberg, 2017; McEachin et al., 
2018).

To understand the extent of this issue, we 
examined several measures for seventh and eighth 
graders who were identified as LIM students in the 
sites’ enrollment files and for their non-LIM peers. 

FIGURE 3

Average Number of Schools Attended, by LIM Status
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FIGURE 4

Average Number of Enrollment Periods, by LIM Status
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FIGURE 5

Average Number of ELA Teachers for Seventh Graders, by LIM Status
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The conclusions drawn from such dashboards can 
depend on which students were included in the ana-
lytic sample (Zvoch and Stevens, 2005). Student sub-
groups that are examined separately in such analyses 
might appear in test or enrollment files at different 
rates. In our analyses, this was a consistent pattern 
without a straightforward solution. For researchers 
who are conducting similar longitudinal analyses, we 
suggest searching for patterns of longitudinal miss-
ingness by key groups (e.g., LIM students, English 
language learners, students with disabilities). If 
significant patterns are found, researchers can report 
details about specific subgroups that have different 
representation rates based on the available data (e.g., 
80 percent of LIM students with assessment test data 
in consecutive years were included in the analysis, 
compared with just 60 percent of non-LIM students).

Identifier Issues

Data on students and teachers are kept and processed 
for different reasons, often by different organizations 
or departments in a school district or CMO. With so 

In contrast, non-LIM eighth-grade students were 
more likely to be absent from sites’ data from year 
to year than LIM students. That is, non-LIM eighth 
graders changed school systems more frequently than 
LIM eighth graders. The pattern was particularly 
noticeable in sites 4, 5, and 6. More-complex analytic 
cases (e.g., cases where there are multiple teachers, 
multiple transfers, or lapses in year-to-year data) are 
sometimes dropped from analyses. These patterns 
suggest that non-LIM students were more likely 
than LIM students to be excluded from analyses that 
used data from consecutive years, such as analyses 
of student achievement growth, while LIM students 
were more likely to be complicated analytic cases 
because of their intradistrict mobility and subsequent 
multiple- teacher scenarios. 

The data sets prepared for use in regression 
analyses often contain missing values. Cases with 
missing values often are dropped, although there are 
strategies for handling missing values in statistical 
analysis. Where longitudinal analyses can account 
for attrition using weights, our dashboarding process 
reported only on cases with valid, non-missing data. 

FIGURE 6

Percentage of Eighth Graders Enrolled at the Site in the Previous Year, by LIM Status
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designed to be integrated with personnel records 
because its focus was simply to track students.

In other instances, privacy concerns led to the 
use of scrambled or omitted IDs, which complicated 
tracking individuals over time and across data sys-
tems. Protecting sensitive information is a priority 
when using administrative education data, especially 
as it relates to students. Names and identifiable infor-
mation were removed from data files before analysis 
began and were replaced with research IDs.

Site Deidentification

Because of the longitudinal nature of the dashboards, 
the data files that were needed to produce the dash-
boards were collected annually throughout the proj-
ect. Each time we received data, we deidentified them 
to protect the identities and sensitive information 
of teachers and students. The real identifiers were 
replaced with research IDs to be used in the analysis. 
At the same time, sites could take similar steps to 
protect identities.

Although there might be several ways to de- 
identify data, our data procedure linked each distinct 
teacher and student ID to one and only one research 
ID. As new teachers were hired or new students 
enrolled, their new IDs were added to the crosswalk 
and research IDs were assigned to them. Because of 

many goals and entities involved, data systems are 
not always integrated. The breadth of the data col-
lected for this project necessarily involved working 
with multiple identifiers for each site. In addition to 
making these data sets linkable across different data 
systems, an issue identified by West (2012), protect-
ing the identity and privacy of students and staff is 
a priority of research involving K–12 education for 
both school districts and researchers, as noted by 
Matheus, Janssen, and Maheshwari (forthcoming).

Multiple Identifiers

We found that a single student or teacher could 
have several identification numbers for a variety of 
reasons. Teachers might have one ID for managing 
student information, another ID for their personal 
human resources (HR) records, and yet another for 
tracking PD. Without existing crosswalks, it was 
challenging to link data that came from multiple 
sources and that were used for different purposes. 
Over this multiyear study, sites reorganized, schools 
merged, SISs changed, and ID systems that tracked 
students and/or teachers changed. We constructed 
ID crosswalks to link data sourced from multiple 
information systems; however, because the primary 
purpose of the data might not have been for research, 
some gaps in the crosswalks existed. For instance, in 
one site, the SIS issued an ID variable for each teacher 
who entered student data (e.g., grades, attendance). 
The teachers were assigned this identifier when they 
first used the SIS. Therefore, it was likely that only 
teachers received these IDs. In contrast, all district 
staff received IDs in the HR data system at the site. If, 
for some reason, a teacher did not enter information 
into the SIS or if the analysis included nonteachers, 
the crosswalk would not resolve the identification 
issue.

Although sites continued to update and make 
improvements to existing information systems, the 
primary purpose and use of the data often predated 
research goals. For instance, to estimate teacher 
exposure to students, multiple data sources might 
need to be used (e.g., teacher HR records and data 
extracted from a database designed to track stu-
dent attendance). The database might not have been 

Although sites 
continued to 
update and make 
improvements to 
existing information 
systems, the primary 
purpose and use of 
the data often predated 
research goals. 
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might be irrelevant for administrative pur-
poses, but from a research perspective, it is 
valuable to identify new and experienced 
teachers accurately. Unfortunately, sites typ-
ically only tracked career records within the 
district in these administrative data sources, 
making it nearly impossible to measure the 
experience a teacher had when first hired. In 
the CMOs, which had only been in existence 
for a few years, experienced teachers (based 
on the reported site-level experience) who 
recently joined the CMOs were grouped with 
inexperienced teachers for this metric.

• How are years of experience being counted? 
We found that there was variation in how 
sites reported these data. Consider teachers 
who have never taught before. These teachers 
have zero years of experience at the beginning 
of their first year and technically one year 
of experience at the end of the school year. 
Years of experience typically were recorded 
as integers. A site had either a 1 in the experi-
ence field for the teacher (because they were 
in their first year) or a zero in the experience 
field until the teacher completed a school 
year. Furthermore, we were told that some 
teachers had taken leaves of absence, and it 
was not known whether such leaves of absence 
were included or excluded from experience 
calculations. 

Fortunately, these questions were mostly 
answered in communication with the sites about how 
their data were structured. Also, because the meth-
ods used to record teacher experience were consistent 
within sites, it was possible to track trends in the 
outcomes of new teachers. This highlights the impor-
tance of being as explicit as possible when defining 
the metrics and research questions. If we assume that 
180 days represents one full year of teaching experi-
ence, will we treat the three-years-or-less experience 
requirement to mean that a teacher has between zero 
and 540 days of instruction by the end of the school 
year or that a teacher has no more than 540 days 
of instruction at the outset of the school year? By 
acknowledging that the data are stored in different 
ways (and in some ways that are less suitable for 

staff turnover and new students, we expected that 
some percentage of IDs would be new each year.

Researchers and sites must communicate their 
expectations about what identifiers are being used in 
each file to ensure data integrity and reliability across 
files and years. Also, where possible, research IDs 
should be visually distinct in some way; for example, 
they can be of differing lengths (i.e., the research ID 
might have a length of ten characters and the real 
ID might have a length of eight characters) or the 
research IDs could have extra characters (i.e., all 
research IDs begin with a letter “R” to distinguish 
them from numeric-only IDs).

Reliability and Validity of Available Data

We encountered several cases in which available 
data that appeared to be suitable for analysis were 
determined to be invalid for research purposes for a 
variety of reasons (consistent with Raftree, 2015). We 
highlight cases where the data are present but where 
their meaning is ambiguous. We also show that the 
information contained in a variable might change 
from year to year, thus making the interpretation 
less reliable. Finally, we discuss data that, upon closer 
review, were not valid measures for the metrics for 
which they were intended to be used.

Years of Teaching Experience

Teacher experience was used to create categories 
for the dashboard metrics, teacher sampling, and 
analy ses of outcomes. Most sites provided a measure 
of teacher experience using HR records. Sometimes, 
this measure reflected experience in the teacher’s 
current position and sometimes it reflected total time 
in the school district. As an example, the metric on 
the performance of new teachers (defined as those 
with three or less years of teaching experience) tried 
to capture the extent to which sites recruited effective 
teachers by comparing new teachers’ effectiveness 
ratings with the ratings of teachers with more experi-
ence. This led to two questions when comparing this 
metric within and across sites:

• Did the total experience variable reflect 
total teaching experience or total experi-
ence teaching in the district? The distinction 
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minimum threshold, the student-teacher link 
would be ignored altogether in the analysis.

• multiple concurrent course sections of the 
same subject. A student had two classes in 
the same subject with two teachers over the 
school year. One course was remedial and the 
other was the grade-level course. During this 
period, the student received twice as much 
classroom instruction as most of that stu-
dent's peers. Unfortunately, without know-
ing the content of courses, it is difficult to 
know whether both courses should be treated 
equally in terms of their effect on the student’s 
growth.

• multiple teachers teaching the same course 
section. Two teachers taught the same section 
but at different times throughout the year. 
It was unknown exactly when one teacher’s 
instruction ended and the other’s began. 
Without this knowledge, we could not accu-
rately determine how much of a student’s 
progress was attributable to one teacher or 
the other. Hock and Isenberg, 2017, detailed 
approaches for handling students with 
multiple teachers, but in their examples, data 
existed on how long a teacher taught students.

• enrollment period. Course records indicated 
that one ineffective teacher (based on the 
teacher’s rating from the prior year) taught a 
particular student. In reality, the student was 
only in the section for ten days. Depending 
on the way course enrollment and drop dates 
were stored (if the dates were stored at all), it 
would not be possible to determine precisely 
how long the student was in the section. Even 
if the actual ten-day period was known, how 
many days would be enough to consider this 

specific research questions), we can mitigate con-
fusion in understanding the calculated metrics and 
their meanings.

Course Section Enrollment Information

Excellence in student achievement metrics was mea-
sured by comparing state assessment scores from one 
year to the next. One research team used students’ 
progress to measure the value added of the teacher 
who taught them. In these cases, we needed to deter-
mine how much instruction a student received and 
how much of that instruction was done by a partic-
ular teacher. However, this sort of dosage attribution 
was challenging to implement.

Several approaches to linking students to 
teachers have been identified (Hock and Isenberg, 
2017; McEachin et al., 2018), and the most suitable 
approach often depends on the available data and 
common practices at the site level (e.g., the preva-
lence of co-teaching). Researchers need to make key 
decisions in implementing an approach when other 
abnormal cases complicate the analysis. Consider 
the following examples, in which the analysis of 
TVA was complicated by course section enrollment 
information:

• partial enrollment in the school district. A 
student appeared in 2011 and 2012 assessment 
data, but the student only spent the last quar-
ter of 2011–2012 in the school district. Under 
one attribution method, all the student’s 
progress would be associated with a teacher 
who taught that student only 25 percent of 
the time. Under another attribution method, 
only one-quarter of the progress would be 
associated with the teacher. Alternatively, if 
the instruction length failed to meet some 

We encountered several cases in which available 
data that appeared to be suitable for analysis 
were determined to be invalid for research 
purposes . . . . 
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included progress toward tenure. Because tenure data 
systems were intended for internal administrative 
use and not for outside researchers conducting ana-
lysis, it was a challenge for researchers who lacked 
institutional knowledge about the school district to 
determine values for teacher tenure. Teacher tenure 
has been controversial in the past few years, and 
the process has been reformed or abolished for new 
teachers in some states and districts (e.g., North 
Carolina, Kansas, Indiana, and Florida) (Underwood, 
2018; Thomsen, 2014; Gardner and Muehler, 2014). In 
the sites’ cases, data systems were not updated, and 
hiring dates were necessary to determine which set of 
tenure rules applied to a given teacher. The termina-
tion process for tenured teachers depended on state 
legislation and contracts with local teachers unions, 
meaning that the job security provided by tenure 
varied across states and districts. We found future 
tenure dates in the data, potentially indicating the 
date the tenure would have been granted or the date 
the teacher would first become eligible for review.

As a result, we had difficulty evaluating data on 
progress toward tenure. As noted previously, years 
of experience was based either on years in the school 
district or years in the current position, while tenure 
could have been based on total career years teaching. 
Ultimately, we stopped calculating metrics based 
on tenure because the changes in the tenure process 
were too substantial to measure change while also 
meeting the initial aims of the metrics. It would have 
been difficult to anticipate the substantial changes 
to tenure across several states at the beginning of the 
project.

In this situation, available data (i.e., tenure dates) 
that were still being collected became invalid because 
of a policy change, even though the data were still 
being recorded automatically. In our communication 
with the sites, we learned either to request additional 

student as having been taught by an ineffec-
tive teacher?

These are just a sample of the cases we encoun-
tered. Similar issues stemming from student mobility 
and co-teaching models also introduced complexity. 
In addition, the degree to which sites tracked enroll-
ment and teaching dates in course sections varied. 
Some sites validated enrollment at certain points 
throughout the semester and did not bother with the 
actual dates. Other sites used actual dates, but we 
were told that the validity of the dates was question-
able. Still others recorded only the transfers and not 
the actual dates. Because of these issues, we used 
imperfect substitutes for course enrollment dates (i.e., 
school enrollment dates) or had to make assumptions 
(e.g., all enrolled students were enrolled for at least 
half the course).

Our solution is that the best course of action 
depends on the site’s available data and the research 
question. Researchers could ask sites how best to 
determine how long a student was enrolled in a 
course; they might have other ways of obtaining this 
information. Alternatively, the research question 
or metric could be crafted to suit the available data, 
although this was not possible in a project such as 
ours, with so many sites and methods of collecting 
data. The data collection method and quality need to 
be considered to resolve how exposure measures will 
be treated.

Teacher Tenure

Many school systems provided teachers with a path-
way to tenure, ensuring that teachers cannot be ter-
minated without just cause. Where available, tenure 
generally was awarded based on some combination 
of experience, performance, and PD. Data systems 
tracking tenure typically included at least a binary 
indicator of each teacher’s tenure status and some 

The data collection method and quality need to be 
considered to resolve how exposure measures will 
be treated.
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cases, we received data but the data were not in a suit-
able or sufficiently standardized format to be used in 
analysis. 

As sites update their information systems, these 
data, including courses, online training, self-study 
sections, and collegial meetings, might be captured. 
The ability to integrate these data with HR data 
(including applicant, hiring, and compensation data) 
more broadly would facilitate this type of research.

Summary

The examples discussed in this section highlight key 
challenges related to the standardization and man-
agement of data over time and across sites. There are 
various types of educational data for which standard-
ization is likely to be a problem, including course 
enrollment information, teacher tenure information, 
and information about PD. Additionally, there are 
ID issues that involve changes related to time and 
databases created for different purposes. Finally, key 
fields needed for research might be incomplete, miss-
ing, or populated with outdated data (e.g., fields that 
are no longer maintained).

In Table 8, we summarize challenges we encoun-
tered in standardizing and managing data and 
the recommended ways to address them. As noted 
earlier, the shading reflects recommendations based 
on things we did during the project. Cells without 
shading reflect suggestions that we did not try but 
that could be used by others facing these challenges.

The Importance of 

Confidentiality, Data Sensitivity, 

and Partnerships

In addition to data-collection and management 
issues, proper data reporting presents its own set 
of challenges. Political concerns at school districts 
can complicate the reporting of some metrics, and 
privacy concerns can present ethical issues. In the 
following sections, we discuss our approach to data 
security and privacy issues and how we established 
working relationships with the sites during the 
project.

data to measure tenure or that the data were not 
available. At a minimum, tracking teacher tenure 
requires that site administrative resources provide 
data on which teachers are covered under the tenure 
rules. Tracking progress toward tenure or anticipat-
ing tenure eligibility might become more complicated 
and could require the institutional knowledge of 
the school district and its data systems. As policies 
change, researchers should verify that corresponding 
data and data-collection methods have been updated 
as well.

Professional Development and Coaching

PD encompassed a variety of activities geared toward 
improving teacher practice. We saw data related to 
taking online courses and modules and participating 
in arranged courses, seminars, or district-arranged 
instructional sessions. Throughout the project, sites 
worked to improve how they captured these activ-
ities, but the resulting data sets did not capture all 
PD activities systematically. For example, in one site 
in the earlier years of the IP initiative, online mod-
ules were recorded but with a different ID than the 
primary teacher ID. The teachers self-reported, and 
the site was not confident that all online courses were 
captured. Although the data-collection methods 
improved over time, comparing the effectiveness of 
PD longitudinally using data of differing quality was 
too problematic.

We were asked to identify coaches and teachers 
who had been coached, and to provide estimates 
of how much a teacher had been coached. Various 
sites told us that coaching was tracked differently at 
different schools and that many activities were infor-
mal. Although the site leaders were confident that 
teacher coaching occurred, we rarely received data 
on detailed coaching activities that were considered 
to be comprehensive. The activities associated with 
coaching and mentoring did not seem like activities 
that lend themselves to a data trail in the same way 
that explicit courses and sessions did. If these activi-
ties are to be analyzed, a deliberate plan of recording 
and detailing what activities qualify as coaching 
must be determined beforehand.

We also tried collecting applicant, hiring, and 
compensation data throughout the project. In some 
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by inference if, for instance, the reporting involves 
cross-tabulating by a demographic characteristic 
(e.g., ethnicity) where very few members of a group 
occur in the data. Appropriate precautions must be 
taken to guard against this.

However, privacy rules governing teacher data 
often are less strict and less clear. School districts 
routinely use teacher data to make management 
decisions, and many types of teacher data are made 
public for transparency purposes. For example, the 
public interest organization Transparent California 
publishes individual salaries for all public school 

Protecting the Identities of Teachers 
and Students

FERPA protects student data, and researchers must 
assure school districts that they will put procedures 
in place to protect student identities during transfer, 
storage, linking, and reporting of findings based 
on student data. Compliance with FERPA requires 
a secure system to protect student identities while 
managing and analyzing data and reporting results. 
Although no student names are included in data sets 
or reports, it might be possible to identify a student 

TABLE 8

Challenges Related to the Standardization and Management of Data and 
Recommended Ways to Address Them

Challenges Recommended Ways to Address Them

Course names and subject-matter categories are not 

consistent across sites

Work with sites to develop crosswalks between course titles, 

obtain detailed course descriptions and use them to classify 

courses into subjects, and work with SMEs to understand course 

content and make proper classification

It is difficult to track student enrollment across years, 

particularly to understand the reasons for student withdrawal

Work with sites to understand withdrawal codes and encourage 

them to standardize codes across schools and over time

It is difficult to develop representative longitudinal measures 

because different groups of students were missing over time 

to different degrees

Calculate the extent to which key subgroups of students 

are retained in longitudinal data sets to estimate their 

representativeness; when there is uneven missingness across 

groups, report on cohort retention as part of reports on progress

Because internal systems are developed at different times 

and for different purposes, teachers and students might 

have multiple identification numbers and sites might not have 

built crosswalks to be able to link them

Develop a single research ID and make it distinctive so that it is 

not easily confused with existing IDs (e.g., make it one digit longer 

or add a distinctive character) and work with sites to establish 

a consistent system for converting internal IDs to research IDs 

before transferring data to the research team

Site data on teaching experience are not collected 

consistently and might reflect total years of teaching, years 

of teaching at the site, or years of teaching in the current 

position; partial years might be rounded to whole years in 

different ways

Understand what information sites collect about teaching 

experience and request the information needed; it might be 

necessary to adjust analyses and reports to correspond to 

available data on years of experience

Metrics that link students and teachers and require 

multiple years of data, such as value-added measures, 

can be difficult to compute because students can enroll in 

multiple courses of the same type, multiple teachers can be 

responsible for a given course, students can transfer in and 

out of the course at different times, and some students do 

not persist in the district for all years

Understand exactly what data are available at the outset and try 

to develop metrics and analytic methods that reflect the available 

options, but recognize that there are no simple ways to address 

these challenges

Data on teachers’ tenure statuses are not collected and 

reported consistently across sites; some states do not offer 

tenure, while others have changed tenure rules recently

Understand fully what the rules are about tenure and how records 

are kept before adopting metrics based on tenure

Most sites did not collect or retain data on teachers’ 

participation in PD, mentoring, or coaching that would 

allow researchers to use the data for monitoring; although 

formal PD courses could easily be monitored, other forms of 

support, such as coaching, are more difficult to track

Collect these data more systematically to enable analysis focused 

on PD. Find out what systems exist for keeping track of PD 

received by teachers and whether additional mechanisms can be 

put in place at reasonable cost before deciding to include PD as a 

study variable
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with the study, unaware of the procedures that had 
been established, or wanted to implement different 
processes. The RAND data team was fortunate to 
have continuity of staff throughout the project.

As noted by Raftree (2015), we recognized from 
the outset that it would be important to establish 
personal relationships with the site staff because we 
needed a close collaborative working relationship. 
We organized the RAND data team by assigning 
a primary point of contact for each site. Prior to 
submitting the first data request, we made in-person 
visits to each site. During these meetings, we inter-
acted with the administrators and data managers 
and with each of the individuals responsible for 
primary data extracts. In these initial meetings with 
the site technical and research staff, we learned a 
great deal about their underlying data structure and 
the limitations of the data maintained by each site. 
Although the DUA contained a detailed description 
of the requested data, the additional knowledge of 
the content and structure of data systems enabled us 
to customize data requests to make it easier for the 
sites to provide us with the data extracts in a timely 
fashion. The result was a customized data request for 
each site that minimized the burden of data transfor-
mations imposed on the site. This helped establish a 
collaborative working relationship with each of the 
data providers. These meetings also provided the site 
personnel with an opportunity to ask questions and 
obtain a better understanding of the overall research 
effort.

district employees. Because many schools and 
districts list faculty names on their websites, the 
problem of identification by inference is greater for 
staff than for students. TE ratings are key parts of 
teachers’ performance appraisals and are not made 
public. However, we needed access to these data 
because they were used extensively in constructing 
the dashboards. To guard against any inadvertent 
release of this sensitive information, we used extra 
precautions associated with personal information 
classified as sensitive in the RAND environment and 
we made sure that these data were reported only at 
a high level of aggregation. Similarly, we took extra 
precautions when we linked effectiveness ratings to 
survey responses and shared them with the evalua-
tion research teams; we created a separate ID in place 
of the standard research ID so that no information 
from other files (e.g., staff, job, course teacher) could 
be used to link a response to an individual teacher.

Most research studies enter into DUAs with data 
providers to ensure proper data safeguarding. The 
DUA used in this project was a contractual agree-
ment among the RAND Corporation, the foundation, 
AIR, and the sites that outlined the responsibility of 
all parties; it included a detailed list of the data ele-
ments that were to be shared. In addition, a data safe-
guarding plan was developed that required removing 
teacher IDs before data were given to researchers. 
The deidentification was done by the RAND team 
because the process might have resulted in errors if 
it were done inconsistently by different departments 
(e.g., the personnel office has teacher hiring data, 
the PD office has TE data, and the finance office has 
teacher salary data) or if the same office prepared 
the data differently across multiple school years. 
Also, when personally identifiable information (PII) 
was needed to contact subjects for the surveys, the 
research team provided the information needed to 
contact respondents using a separate unique ID to 
prevent the linking of other sensitive data. 

Relationships with Data Providers

The RAND team worked with the IP sites for seven 
years. During that period, the sites inevitably expe-
rienced turnover. This created occasional complica-
tions because new staff were sometimes unfamiliar 

Because many schools 
and districts list 
faculty names on their 
websites, the problem 
of identification by 
inference is greater for 
staff than for students. 
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likely to agree. However, it would have been difficult 
at the beginning to foresee public-use files as a poten-
tial deliverable.

Summary

We encountered several challenges associated with 
data safeguarding and privacy, most of which we 
were able to address through thoughtful commu-
nication and careful data-handling procedures. In 
Table 9, we summarize those challenges and recom-
mended ways to address them. Once again, shading 
reflects solutions addressed in the project, while 
unshaded cells reflect solutions that were not tried in 
our project but that could be used by others.

Conclusion

In 2009, the foundation launched the Intensive 
Partnerships for Effective Teaching initiative in three 
school districts and four CMOs to improve student 
achievement, graduation rates, and postsecondary 
participation. The RAND Corporation worked with 
the foundation to collect and warehouse data from 
participating sites and to produce annual data dash-
boards that presented quantitative information about 
key indicators of the progress of the reform.

Challenges and Recommended Ways 
to Address Them

The RAND data team encountered several challenges 
in the process of designing metrics, collecting the 
data from individual IP sites, managing and harmo-
nizing the data across sites, and monitoring and com-
paring trends over time. These challenges and ways 
to address them are described in previous sections. 
Table 10 brings together all of the challenges and rec-
ommended ways to address them. As we did in each 
of the tables in the section summaries, we shade the 
recommendations we used to address challenges and 
leave unshaded those we did not use but that could be 
used by other researchers, data scientists, and prac-
titioners. All of the recommendations can help other 
researchers, data scientists, and practitioners who 
are planning to use administrative data to monitor 

Developing personal relationships with site 
personnel and establishing a team approach for the 
data-collection effort provided direct project bene-
fits. It improved the timeliness of data delivery and 
increased site engagement in working through data 
issues. Staff turnover at the sites did present a prob-
lem; for this reason, it would be beneficial to have 
multiple site visits. These visits would have continued 
to reinforce the collaborative working relationships 
with site personnel.

Although the foundation introduced the RAND 
data team to the key site personnel via email, our 
interaction with the sites was independent of the 
foundation. Our initial site visit included only the 
RAND data team and site personnel, and subsequent 
communications and interactions were primarily 
between the RAND data team and site personnel.

To avoid errors in reporting, we developed a 
prerelease feedback loop with the sites, allowing them 
to review all dashboard information prior to finaliz-
ing the dashboards. This feedback loop allowed the 
sites to update or correct some of the source data and 
provide useful context for some of the data points. 
This process improved the overall accuracy of the 
dashboard and helped build trust between the RAND 
data team and site personnel.

In 2017, the project was extended for an addi-
tional two years with continued data collection 
and dashboard production. There was a hope that 
restricted-use files would be produced and distrib-
uted for use by the broader research community 
through the Inter-University Consortium for Political 
and Social Research (ICPSR). Although all but one of 
the sites agreed to participate in the additional two 
years of data collection, several sites did not agree to 
the release of any public-use files. Despite our strong 
working relationship with each of the sites, the sites 
had little incentive to agree to the creation of the 
public-use files and expressed concerns about the 
potential risks in releasing data collected for the ini-
tiative. One obstacle to the creation of public-use files 
was the site leaders’ concerns that the data would be 
misinterpreted and that the site stakeholders would 
not have the opportunity to comment or provide 
feedback on analyses done by other researchers. If 
creating public-use files had been a stated goal at 
the outset of the project, sites might have been more 
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and research goals; this inherently made it easier to 
shift as data availability or priorities changed.

Success Might Depend on Establishing Good 

Relationships with Counterparts in District 

Offices

Data teams tend to focus on the details of data 
structures, transmittal procedures, and information 
processing. All these concerns about accurate data 
handling are essential to a successful data-based 
analytic project, but it might be equally important to 
invest in building positive working relationships with 
client data administrators and IT personnel. There 
were many times during this study where progress 
occurred because we had developed strong profes-
sional connections with our counterparts in the sites.

Think Creatively About Redefining and 

Rescaling Existing Measures to Create 

Comparable Metrics Across Sites

Often, it is simpler to consider indicators concep-
tually than it is to implement them. For example, it 
makes good sense to think about creating an indi-
cator of effectiveness—everyone would benefit from 
tracking program effectiveness over time. However, 
it can be surprisingly difficult to do this meaning-
fully when sites use different measures of student 
outcomes. Is a two-point gain on one state’s test 
equivalent to a two-point gain on another state’s test? 

large-scale evaluation efforts. Our experience pro-
vides suggestions at a much finer level of detail than 
those currently available in the literature.

Overarching Lessons Learned

In addition to the specific challenges and solutions 
summarized earlier, we identified some general les-
sons learned that can be shared with other research-
ers who work with school district data systems for 
evaluating improvement efforts.

Long-Term Projects Need the Flexibility to 

Accommodate Change

This project spanned nine years; as noted, several 
changes altered both the emphasis and practices. 
Over such a long time, the project scope can change, 
and the topics the metrics were initially intended 
to measure might no longer be priorities. Teaching 
effectiveness—measuring it, increasing it, and 
linking it to student outcomes—was a focal point at 
the outset. Although it remained a key part of the 
analysis, by the end of the project, we were examin-
ing other questions that could be answered using site 
administrative data through public-use files. Also, 
sites’ SISs and data-collection methods naturally 
evolve. The changes associated with underlying data 
would affect the consistency of the computation of 
metrics. This effort began with several possible aims 

TABLE 9

Challenges Related to Data Safeguarding and Privacy and Recommended Ways to 
Address Them

Challenges Recommended Ways to Address Them

Confidentiality requirements, such as FERPA, necessitate 

DUAs and data safeguarding procedures that will add time and 

complexity to the project

Make personal visits to each site to establish working 

relationships with data providers, develop mutually agreeable 

procedures, and build sites’ confidence in researchers’ ability 

to handle sensitive data

Site personnel are likely to change over a long study, and 

replacement staff might be unfamiliar with established 

procedures or might want to change existing processes

Organize the data team with a single point of contact for each 

site and, if possible, visit the sites every few years to keep 

relationships current

Site leaders do not want to be surprised by the public release of 

findings they have not seen

Preview results with site stakeholders so that they can be 

prepared to answer questions that might come from news 

media or the community

School districts likely will be cautious about releasing student 

and/or teacher data for secondary analyses; they have legal 

responsibility for protecting the confidentiality of their students 

and employees

Begin discussing the potential for restricted-use or public-use 

files early in a project
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TABLE 10

Summary of Challenges and Recommended Ways to Address Them

Challenges Recommended Ways to Address Them

Challenges related to developing metrics

There are differences in subjective views about how to 

operationalize a general construct, such as effectiveness

Conduct conversations with stakeholders to come to a shared 

understanding about key constructs

There are differences in existing locally adopted definitions 

(e.g., the definition of college ready)

Create and report multiple designations that correspond to 

familiar policies

Sites measure a similar construct (e.g., effective teaching) 

in different ways, making comparisons between sites 

challenging

Balance the metrics between those that allow for comparing 

across sites and those that are more valid for within-site trends

Different tests and scales perform the same function (e.g., 

SAT, ACT)

Look for research or a practical basis for equating across 

scales or for research-based correspondences

There are differences in the distribution of performance 

levels based on differences in the strictness of cut points 

(e.g., percentage of highly effective teachers)

Use percentiles or other relative designations rather than cut 

points that cannot be compared

There are different standards for course length, length of 

the school day, number of courses per student, and other 

underlying educational elements

Work carefully with local administrators to understand 

conditions in the schools; just because you can compute the 

same indicator in two settings does not mean that the two 

versions will be comparable

There are insufficient levels of detail in files (e.g., teacher 

job classifications)

Realize that not all constructs might be present and that it 

might be better to obtain descriptive information from site 

leaders about the implemented program than to try to extract 

indicators from extensive data files

Challenges related to data collection

State data release schedules vary, affecting the timeliness 

of data processing and reporting

Make proposed reporting schedules contingent on the receipt 

of external data and plan for multiple reporting cycles with 

increasing levels of completeness so that stakeholders have 

results as soon as possible for decisionmaking

The database structures and procedures used by national 

organizations might change

Inform stakeholders that there are uncertainties about the 

consistency of external data initially and consult with them if 

important changes occur

Sites might change their internal data recording policies or 

procedures (such as demographic categories)

Communicate often with site administrators to be aware of 

potential changes that might influence analysis or reporting; 

inform stakeholders about how such changes will affect 

reporting

Challenges related to standardization and management of data

Course names and subject-matter categories are not 

consistent across sites

Work with sites to develop crosswalks between course titles, 

obtain detailed course descriptions and use them to classify 

courses into subjects, work with SMEs to understand course 

content and make proper classifications

It is difficult to track student enrollment across years, 

particularly to understand the reasons for student 

withdrawal

Work with sites to understand withdrawal codes and 

encourage them to standardize codes across schools and over 

time

It is difficult to develop representative longitudinal 

measures because different groups of students were 

missing over time to different degrees

Calculate the extent to which key subgroups of students 

are retained in longitudinal data sets to estimate their 

representativeness; when there is uneven missingness across 

groups, include cohort retention in reports on progress

Because internal systems are developed at different times 

and for different purposes, teachers and students might 

have multiple identification numbers, and sites might not 

have built crosswalks to be able to link them

Develop a single research ID and make it distinctive so it is not 

easily confused with existing IDs (e.g., make it one digit longer 

or add a distinctive character); work with the sites to establish 

a consistent system for converting internal IDs to research IDs 

before transferring data to the research team
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Be Prepared to Collaborate with District Staff 

in Deidentification and Substitution of New 

Student and Teacher IDs

Most educators understand their responsibility 
to protect PII, particularly those who work with 
sensitive student and teacher information. However, 
their methods for ensuring confidentiality usually 
focus on preventing unauthorized personnel from 
gaining access to the data. Researchers who work 
with secondary data tend to address confidentiality 
by avoiding obtaining sensitive information in the 
first place by scrambling or substituting ID numbers. 
This process might need to be explained to people 
who are sending data, and algorithms will need to 

Is an expert teacher in one school district equiv-
alent to a highly effective teacher in another? We 
encountered these kinds of scaling and categorizing 
questions repeatedly in different contexts. We used 
several strategies to try to standardize measures, 
including equating, converting to relative scales (e.g., 
percentiles), finding research-based crosswalks, and 
asking site experts for systematic judgments about 
equivalencies. Different kinds of solutions worked 
in different contexts, and a successful data-based 
analytic project will benefit from creative thinking 
about ways to rescale or reclassify based on existing 
measures.

Challenges Recommended Ways to Address Them

Site data on teaching experience are not collected 

consistently and might reflect total years of teaching, years 

of teaching at the site, or years of teaching in the current 

position; partial years might be rounded to whole years in 

different ways

Understand the types of information sites collect about 

teaching experience and request the information needed; 

it might be necessary to adjust analyses and reports to 

correspond to available data on years of experience

Metrics that link students and teachers and require multiple 

years of data, such as value-added measures, can be 

difficult to compute because students can enroll in multiple 

courses of the same type, multiple teachers can be 

responsible for a given course, students can transfer in and 

out of the course at different times, and some students do 

not persist in the district for all years

Understand exactly what types of data are available at the 

outset and try to develop metrics and analytic methods that 

reflect the available options, but recognize that there are no 

simple ways to address these challenges

Data on teachers’ tenure statuses are not collected and 

reported consistently across sites; some states do not offer 

tenure, while others have changed tenure rules recently

Understand the rules about tenure and how records are kept 

before adopting metrics based on tenure

Most sites did not collect or retain data on teachers’ 

participation in PD, mentoring, or coaching that would 

allow researchers to use the data for monitoring; although 

formal PD courses could easily be monitored, other forms 

of support, such as coaching, are more difficult to track

Collect these data more systematically to enable analysis 

focused on PD; find out what systems exist for keeping 

track of PD received by teachers and whether additional 

mechanisms can be put in place at reasonable cost before 

deciding to include PD as a study variable

Challenges related to data safeguarding and privacy

Confidentiality requirements (such as FERPA) necessitate 

DUAs and data safeguarding procedures that will add time 

and complexity to the project

Make personal visits to each site to establish working 

relationships with data providers, develop mutually agreeable 

procedures, and build sites’ confidence in researchers’ ability 

to handle sensitive data

Site personnel likely will change over a long study, and 

replacement staff might be unfamiliar with established 

procedures or might want to change existing processes

Organize the data team with a single point of contact for each 

site, and, if possible, visit the sites every few years to keep 

relationships current

Site leaders do not want to be surprised by the public 

release of findings they have not seen

Preview results with site stakeholders so that they can be 

prepared to answer questions that might come from news 

media or the community

School districts likely will be cautious about releasing 

student and/or teacher data for secondary analyses; they 

have legal responsibility for protecting the confidentiality of 

their students and employees

Begin discussing the potential for restricted-use or public- use 

files early in a project

Table 10—Continued
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provided by the sites. In Table 11, we show the catego-
ries of TE as of 2014 as provided by the sites. Several 
of the metrics use categories labeled highly effective 
and ineffective, which combine multiple site catego-
ries as follows: highly effective combines categories in 
italics in the table and ineffective combines categories 
in bold in the table.

Method:

1. Obtain a count of the number of teachers in 
each effectiveness category. 

2. Divide the count for each category by the 
total number of teachers with an effectiveness 
rating:

Percentage = 100 number in category( ) total number rated( )

Strength of Tenure Decisions

Percentage of newly tenured teachers who were 
rated effective or higher in the previous year

This metric is intended to show whether sites are 
granting tenure to the right teachers. To calculate this 
metric, for SY 2013–2014, for example, the targeted 
teachers include those who received tenure beginning 
in July 2013 and ending in June 2014. The RAND 
team also calculates but does not include in the 
dashboard the count and percentage of newly tenured 
teachers who received ineffective ratings immediately 
before receiving tenure. 

Method:

1. Obtain a count of the number of newly 
tenured teachers within each effectiveness 
category. Tenure status in one given school 
year is compared with the effectiveness cat-
egory in the prior school year. For example, 
tenure dates from July 2013 to June 2014 are 
compared with SY 2012–2013 effectiveness 
scores, which reflect performance during the 
2012–2013 school year.

2. Obtain the count of all newly tenured teachers 
in the effective or higher categories and inef-
fective categories (see Table 12). 

3. Calculate the percentage of total:

be developed that can be replicated over time so the 
de-identified data can be linked across years and 
across files.

As a final note, although we encountered several 
challenges, we were able to consistently produce 
dashboards for the sites and the foundation in a 
timely fashion and provide reliable data to research 
teams. The flexibility, thoughtfulness, patience, and 
creativity on the part of the sites, the foundation, and 
the research teams in handling these issues ulti-
mately led to a sustained, successful effort. We think 
that the issues, suggestions, and solutions presented 
in this report extend the literature on developing 
metrics for dashboards by providing more-detailed 
and specific examples, and we hope that this report 
will inform future efforts related to collecting, pro-
cessing, and analyzing these types of data.

Appendix. Metrics

In this appendix, we describe the methods used to 
generate each of the metrics included in the dash-
board. These metrics were developed in conjunc-
tion with the foundation and the sites, taking into 
consideration the limitations of available data. Other 
studies might face different data limitations that 
would require alternative methodology. Note that, 
in many cases, alternative definitions were tried that 
did not work out for a variety of reasons. This report 
provides the definitions that were used in the dash-
boards; its purpose is not to justify the specific com-
putations or outline the objections that were raised 
and discussed that eventually led to these definitions. 
Some of the computations are unique to these sites 
and are not likely to have general application. The 
metrics were selected and designed specifically to 
assist the foundation in monitoring the progress of 
the initiative.

Effectiveness

Differentiation of Performance

Percentage of teachers in each effectiveness (rating) 
category

This metric is the percentage of teachers in each 
of the effectiveness categories based on the TE ratings 
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Performance of New Teachers

Effectiveness percentile rank of new teachers
This metric is intended to reflect improvement 

in recruiting based on the average percentile rank of 
the effectiveness scores of new teachers (three or less 
years of experience). 

Method: 

1. Calculate percentile points of the continuous 
TE score for all teachers that appear in the 
course teacher file (i.e., teachers who actually 
teach a course). 

2. Select teachers with three years of experi-
ence or less. In sites that use lagged TE data, 
this metric will capture only teachers with 
two or three years of experience. Teachers 
with one year of experience will not yet have 
an available effectiveness score. Years of 
experience is determined from the jobs file. 
Note that sites capture and calculate years of 
experience differently. Some do not capture 
experience gained prior to joining the district. 
The RAND team attempted to use the most 

Percentage of newly tenured teachers rated effective
 or higher in the previous year =

 

number of newly tenured teachers with 
effective or higher rating

number of total newly tenured teachers( )

Percentage of newly tenured teachers rated ineffective 
in the previous year =

number of newly tenured teachers 
with ineffective rating

number of total newly tenured teachers( )  

The sites characterize TE differently. In Table 12, 
we indicate how TE categories from Table 11 are 
sorted into effective or higher and ineffective 
categories.

TABLE 11

Dashboard Teacher Effectiveness Categories, 2014

Site/TE 
Categories Alliance Aspire Green Dot PUC PPS HCPS SCS DPS

Highest Master Master Highly 
effective II

Exemplary Distinguished Highly 
effective (5)

Significantly 
above 
expectations

Distin-
guished

Highly 

effective

Highly 
effective 

Highly 
effective 

Highly 
effective

Proficient Highly 
effective (4)

Above 

expectations

Effective

Effective Effective Effective Progressing Needs 

improvement

Effective Meeting 

expectations

Approach-

ing

Achieving Emerging Emerging Needs 
improvement

Below 
expectations

Lowest Entering Entering Entry Emerging Failing Ineffective Significantly 
below 
expectations

Not 
meeting

NOTE: PUC, PPS, and DPS each have only four TE categories.
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teachers who have a TE rating in the two relevant 
years.) Deciles were calculated using SAS PROC 
UNIVARIATE. 

The RAND team also calculated the metric using 
the top and bottom effectiveness categories in place 
of top and bottom deciles. The top grouping corre-
sponds to the highly effective grouped categories in 
Table 11. The bottom grouping corresponds to the 
ineffective grouped categories in Table 12. Because 
some teachers receive categorical ratings without 
continuous scores, the total number of teachers used 
in the calculation might vary by method.

consistent and comprehensive measure of 
years of experience available in each site.

3. Calculate the mean percentile for this subset.

Selective Retention

Percentage of teachers in the highest- and lowest- 
rated categories and the top and bottom deciles 
retained for the following year

This metric is designed to show whether the 
strongest and weakest teachers remain in the class-
room after receiving very high or very low ratings. 
Teacher retention is determined by a teacher being 
present in the course teacher file in consecutive years. 
(We cross-check this method by comparing with 

TABLE 12

Effective or Higher and Ineffective Categories, by Site

Site Effective or Higher Ineffective

HCPS Highly effective (5)

Highly effective (4)

Effective

Needs improvement

Ineffective

SCS Significantly above expectations

Above expectations

Meeting expectations

Below expectations

Significantly below expectations

PPS Distinguished

Proficient

Needs improvement 

Failing

Alliancea 2012

Highly effective

Effective

Achieving

2013–2016

Master

Highly effective

Effective

2012

Emerging

Entry

2013–2016

Achieving

Entering

Aspirea 2012

Master

Highly effective

Effective 

2013–2017

Master

Highly effective

Effective

2012

Emerging

2013–2017

Emerging

Entering

Green Dot Highly effective 2

Highly effective 

Effective

Emerging 

Entry

PUC Exemplary

Highly effective

Progressing

Emerging

DPS Distinguished

Effective

Approaching

Not meeting

a Alliance and Aspire changed the categorical names of their effectiveness categories starting with the 2012–2013 school year. As of 2017, 

Alliance is no longer participating in the IP project and, thus, no further updates from Alliance are expected. Aspire did not submit TE scores 

for 2018.
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the lowest TE rating in year 1, and (3) move from a 
higher rating category to a lower category in year 2. 
For sites without access to the latest year of TE data, 
this metric reports the changes using the most- recent 
data available. For example, if 2014 TE data are 
unavailable, changes from 2012 to 2013 are reported 
in the 2014 column. By contrast, all other sites’ 2014 
calculations for this metric would reflect a change 
from 2013 to 2014. 

Method: 
Teacher improvement is calculated in two ways—

using changes in effectiveness scores and changes in 
effectiveness categories.

Using effectiveness scores

1. Select all teachers who have a TE score that is 
below the top quartile of scores in year 1 and 
who also have a rating in year 2. Compute the 
standard deviation of scores in year 1.

2. Compare the effectiveness score from year 1 
to year 2 and assign an improvement variable 
value of 100 if the effectiveness score is 0.5 
standard deviations higher in year 2 than in 
year 1; otherwise, assign a zero.

3. Calculate the mean of the improvement 
variable:

Percentage improved = 100
number of teachers improved in year 2( )

number of teachers below top rank in year 1 
with a rating in year 2

1. Select all teachers who have a TE score that is 
above the bottom quartile of scores in year 1 
and who also have a rating in year 2. Compute 
the standard deviation of scores in year 1.

2. Compare the effectiveness score from year 1 
to year 2 and assign a decline variable value 
of 100 if the effectiveness score is 0.5 standard 
deviations lower in year 2 than in year 1; oth-
erwise, assign a zero.

3. Calculate the mean of the decline variable:

Method:

1. Identify all teachers in year 1 who are in either 
the top or bottom grouping. 
a. For the decile method, the top grouping 

includes teachers with scores in the top 
10 percent of TE scores; the bottom group-
ing includes teachers with scores in the 
bottom 10 percent. 

b. For the categorical method, the top group-
ing includes teachers with effectiveness 
ratings in the highly effective categories 
according to Table 11; the bottom grouping 
includes teachers with ratings from the 
ineffective categories in Table 12.

2. Limit the teachers to those who appear in the 
top or bottom grouping.

3. Limit the teachers to those who appear in 
the course teacher file in year 1. Assign all 
teachers in year 1 a retention variable that is 
100 if the teacher is in the course teacher file 
in year 2, and zero if the teacher is not in the 
course teacher file. 

4. For both the top and bottom groupings, calcu-
late the mean of the retention variable:

Percentage = 100
present in year 2

present in year 1

Overall Teacher Improvement

Percentage of teachers who improved minus the 
percentage of teachers who declined, continuous 
score 

This metric uses the TE rating provided by the 
sites and is the percentage of teachers who improved 
minus the percentage who regressed. The metric is 
calculated in two ways: by using effectiveness cate-
gories and by using effectiveness scores. Specifically, 
the metric calculates the percentage of teachers who 
(1) are present in two consecutive years, (2) do not 
have the highest TE rating in year 1, and (3) move 
from a lower rating category to a higher category in 
year 2, minus the percentage of teachers who (1) are 
present in two consecutive years, (2) do not have 
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Overall teacher improvement = 
percentage improved percentage declined

Addressing Ineffective Teaching

Percentage of ineffective teachers who exited or 
improved

This metric is designed to show whether sites are 
improving ineffective teachers or exiting them from 
the classroom. Teachers are classified as ineffective 
based on the TE categories they were in at the end of 
the previous school year (see Table 11). An improved 
teacher is defined as a teacher who receives a TE 
rating in a category that is at least effective in the fol-
lowing year. An exited teacher is defined as a teacher 
who does not appear in the course teacher file in 
year 2. The denominator is the number of ineffective 
teachers in year 1.

Equity

Access to Effective Teachers

Percentage of LIME and non-LIMF students taught 
by highly effective and ineffective teachers

This metric is designed to show whether teachers 
are distributed equitably among students according 
to the students’ LIM status. The percentage of LIM 
students who are taught by highly effective and inef-
fective teachers is compared with the percentage of 
non-LIM students who are taught by highly effective 
and ineffective teachers in both reading and math 
courses. Reading and math courses are identified 
using the course category column in the course file 
provided by each site. The calculation is based on 
student-teacher links in one year and TE results from 
the previous year. For example, the 2014 calculation 
reflects a student-teacher link for the 2013–2014 
school year and the teacher’s effectiveness rating for 
2013.

E   LIM students are those who are both eligible for FRL and iden-
tified as African American, Hispanic, or Native American.
F   Non-LIM students are those who are not both eligible for FRL 
and identified as African American, Hispanic, or Native Ameri-
can.

Percentage declined = 100
number declined in year 2( )

number above bottom rank in year 1
with a rating in year 2

1. Calculate the difference between the improve-
ment percentage and the decline percentage:

Overall teacher improvement = 
percentage improved percentage declined

Using effectiveness categories

1. Select all teachers who have a TE category that 
is below the top category in year 1 and who 
also have a rating in year 2.

2. Compare the category in year 1 with that in 
year 2 and assign an improvement variable 
value of 100 if the year 2 category is higher 
than in year 1; otherwise, assign a zero.

3. Calculate the mean of the improvement 
variable:

Percentage improved = 100

number improved in year 2( )
number below top rank in year 1

with a rating in year 2

1. Select all teachers who have a TE rating that is 
above the bottom category in year 1 and who 
also have a rating in year 2.

2. Compare the category in year 1 with that in 
year 2 and assign a decline variable value of 
100 if the year 2 category is lower than in year 
1; otherwise, assign a zero.

3. Calculate the mean of the decline variable:

Percentage declined = 100

number declined in year 2( )
number above bottom rank in year 1

with a rating in year 2

1. Calculate the difference between the improve-
ment percentage and the decline percentage:
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each teacher in the bottom 10 percent as 
a bottom-decile teacher.

b. Under the effectiveness category method,
i. keep records only for teachers in the 

course teacher file who taught a course 
in the subject.

ii. identify each teacher who received a 
highly effective rating according to 
Table 11 as a top-category teacher. 
Identify each teacher who received an 
ineffective rating according to Table 11 
as a bottom-category teacher. 

4. Join course student and course teacher files 
matching on school year, school ID, course ID, 
and section ID.

5. Add variables to each teacher indicating 
whether they were in the bottom or top group 
in TE scores from the previous year. 

6. Summarize to student level, keeping an 
indicator if a student was taught by a top- 
or bottom-group teacher. It is possible for 
one student to be taught by both a top- and 
bottom-group teacher. Students are excluded 
if they are not enrolled in a school where the 
student-teacher link exists for at least four 
consecutive months. This is to ensure that 
the student-teacher links reflect substantial 
exposure to the teacher.

7. Join student demographics to the student-level 
file from step 6 to determine each student’s 
LIM status.

8. Calculate the percentages of LIM students and 
non-LIM students who had top-group teach-
ers and bottom-group teachers:

Percentage LIM = 100

number of LIM students with 
bottom- or top-group teacher
total number of LIM students( )

Percentage non-LIM = 100

number of non-LIM students with 
bottom- or top-group teacher

total number of non-LIM students( )

The calculation for access to effective teachers 
was changed for the fall 2014 dashboard. Deciles 
are now computed within each subject. Because this 
change is applied to all years, dashboards created 
from fall 2014 onward might report different num-
bers for this metric for school years prior to 2014 than 
previous editions reported. Prior to the 2014 edition 
of the dashboards, deciles were computed using all 
teachers with effectiveness ratings, regardless of the 
subject the teachers taught.

The metric is calculated using both effective-
ness categories and effectiveness scores. Teachers are 
identified as highly effective or ineffective per the 
categories shown in Table 11. Under the effectiveness 
scores method, teachers in the top and bottom deciles 
of the distribution within subject are identified. That 
is, if there are 200 teachers in a site who taught math 
courses during the school year, 20 of these teachers 
will be in the top decile and 20 will be in the bottom 
decile, even if there are 500 teachers in the entire site.

On average, one would expect about 10 per-
cent of students to have access to either a top- or 
bottom-decile teacher using the effectiveness score 
method. Under the categorical method, one would 
expect the percentage of students with access to 
highly effective teachers to mirror the percentage 
of teachers who were rated as highly effective in the 
previous year.

Method: 
For math and reading separately,

1. Identify math and reading courses.
2. Identify each teacher separately who taught at 

least one course during the school year within 
the subject.

3. Identify teachers in the top- and bottom- 
decile groups.
a. Under the effectiveness score method,

i. calculate TE deciles for all teachers who 
taught a course in that subject. Deciles 
will be determined from SAS PROC 
UNIVARIATE using the TE variables. 
Keep records only for teachers in the 
course teacher file who taught a course 
in the subject.

ii. identify each teacher in the top 10 per-
cent as a top-decile teacher. Identify 
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Using proficiency rates

1. Novice teachers are teachers with one year or 
less of teaching experience.

2. Experienced teachers are teachers with three 
years or more of teaching experience.

3. Link each student to their respective math 
state assessment scores from the previous year 
and their math proficiency level.

4. Identify each student’s course section record 
as being taught by either an experienced or 
novice teacher.

5. Calculate the percentage of students who are 
proficient or above proficiency among all 
students taught by experienced teachers and 
the percentage of students who are proficient 
or above among all students taught by novice 
teachers.

6. Subtract the proficiency rate of students 
taught by novice teachers from the profi-
ciency rate of students taught by experienced 
teachers:

Proficiency gap percentage = 100

prior-year proficiency rate for students 
of experienced teachers

prior-year proficiency rate for students 
of novice teachers

Discipline Data

Percentage of LIM and non-LIM students expelled 
or suspended

This metric is the percentage of students who 
received disciplinary action (either a suspension of 
at least one day or an expulsion) at any time during 
the school year by LIM status. Suspension lengths 
are provided in the discipline file; expulsions, where 
applicable, are provided in the enrollment file.

Method:

1. Summarize the enrollment file to a stu-
dent level, keeping an indicator for student 
expulsions.

2. Assign a 100 for students that were expelled.
3. Specify the LIM status of each student.

Strategic Staffing of Math Teachers

Difference in average prior performance of stu-
dents assigned to novice teachers compared with 
experienced teachers 

This metric is the average math achievement 
score of students in the year prior to their placement 
with the teacher of interest; for example, the grade 5 
achievement scores for students currently in grade 6.

This metric is a measure of the disparity in prior 
math achievement between students placed with 
novice teachers and students placed with experienced 
teachers. For this metric, novice teachers are identi-
fied as those with one year of teaching experience or 
less; experienced teachers are those with three years 
of teaching experience or more. The metric has three 
parts, and the calculation is based on the methodol-
ogy described in Strategic Data Project, 2012.

Three metrics are reported: the average score 
on assessment tests of students taught by experi-
enced teachers reported in standard deviation units 
(z-score); the average z-score of students taught by 
novice teachers; and the gap in proficiency between 
students taught by experienced and novice teach-
ers. When positive, the gap in proficiency indicates 
that more-proficient students tend to be placed with 
more-experienced teachers. 

Method: 
Using average z-scores

1. Novice teachers are teachers with one year or 
less of teaching experience.

2. Experienced teachers are teachers with three 
years or more of teaching experience.

3. Link each student to their respective math 
teacher and retrieve the student’s state assess-
ment scores from the previous year.

4. Identify each student’s course section record 
as being taught by either an experienced or 
novice teacher.

5. Convert each student’s assessment score to a 
z-score based on the districtwide mean and 
standard deviation of the state assessment 
tests by subject, year, and grade.

6. Find the average z-score for students of expe-
rienced teachers and the average z-score for 
students of novice teachers.
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Percentage = 
number proficient( )

total number of students( )

Growth Relative to State

Percentage of students whose scores on state 
achievement tests increase from grade to grade 
more than the overall increase in state scores for 
white students in the same grades

This metric measures year-over-year progress of 
the sites’ LIM students and non-LIM students com-
pared with average year-over-year changes of white 
studentsG at the state level. Compared with student 
achievement, this metric focuses more on students’ 
movement within the distribution. For example, it 
is possible for a student to lack proficiency in two 
consecutive years while having a higher score in the 
second year that suggests greater growth than the 
white student state average. 

When states change the format of the state 
assessment tests between school years, this metric 
will not be reported on the dashboard.

Method:

1. From the IP data reported by the sites, cal-
culate the difference for each student in their 
scaled scores between grades for two consec-
utive school years. For example, calculate the 
difference between grades 3 and 4 (grade 4 
score minus grade 3 score).

2. Compare each student’s yearly change with 
the change of white students in the corre-
sponding grade and school year at the state 
level. For example, for a student in grade 3 in 
SY 2011 and grade 4 in 2012, use the differ-
ence in the white student statewide mean 
score for grade 3 in 2011 and the white student 
statewide mean score for grade 4 in 2012.

3. For students whose yearly change exceeds the 
change in white student state scores, assign an 
improvement variable a value of 100; other-
wise, assign the student a value of zero.

4. Calculate the mean of the improvement vari-
able overall grades for each school year.

G   This average includes white students of all income levels.

4. Summarize the discipline file to the stu-
dent level, keeping an indicator for student 
suspensions.

5. Assign a 100 for students who received a 
disciplinary action that resulted in DAYS_
SUSPENDED greater than zero.

6. Join the student-level enrollment and disci-
pline files. Assign a 100 if a student received 
either a suspension or an expulsion; assign a 
zero if a student received neither.

7. Calculate the LIM/non-LIM students who 
received either suspensions or expulsions:

Percentage LIM = 100

number of LIM students with suspensions 
or expulsions

number of LIM students( )

Percentage non-LIM = 100

number of non-LIM students with suspensions 
or expulsions

number of non-LIM students( )

Excellence

Student Achievement

Percentage proficient or above on state standard-
ized exam in reading and mathematics for all 
students and by LIM status

The student achievement metric reflects progress 
on state standardized testing in math and reading. 
This metric is based on the site-reported student 
proficiency indicator for the grades and subjects that 
were assessed. Percentages are calculated separately 
for math and reading and for LIM and non-LIM 
students.

Method: 

1. Numerator: Count of students who are 
reported by the site to be proficient.

2. Denominator: All students enrolled during 
the school year in tested grades.
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who eventually transferred out of the district 
in the subsequent four years.

2. Numerator: Identify the students who gradu-
ated by the end of the fourth year. For exam-
ple, students entering grade 9 in the fall of the 
2009–2010 school year must graduate by the 
summer of 2013. 

3. Identify each student’s LIM status using the 
enrollment file.

Percentage = 100

LIM graduates( )
grade 9 LIM cohort( )

Percentage non-LIM = 100

non-LIM graduates( )
grade 9 non-LIM cohort( )

College Readiness Rates

Percentage of students at college level on standard-
ized tests for all students and by LIM status

This metric measures the percentage of students 
who are considered college ready using standardized 
tests. Two methods are used to calculate this per-
centage. The first method uses the highest ACT or 
SAT composite score a student achieved. The second 
method, for California students, uses only the EAP 
ELA and mathematics scores.

For each method, two college readiness percent-
ages are calculated: one for substantial readiness and 
one for basic readiness (see Table 13). A student is 
considered college ready if they receive an ACT or 
SAT composite score or EAP scores above the thresh-
olds shown in the table.

The ACT combined score consists of the sum 
of the science, math, English, and reading tests. 
The SAT composite is the sum of the SAT math and 
verbal tests. The EAP tests are augmented California 
Standards Tests (CSTs) in eleventh-grade ELA and 
math; these tests are part of California’s public school 
testing and accountability system and are required of 
all students.

Students who do not take any exams are counted 
as not college ready. Students who do not complete all 

Closure of the Achievement Gap

Closure of the achievement gap for LIM students 
for reading and math

The metric compares the achievement of LIM 
students for each site with state-level white and Asian 
students’ achievement scores. The LIM achievement 
gap is defined as the difference between the percent-
age of LIM students in the district who are proficient 
and the percentage of white and Asian students in the 
state who are proficient. 

Method: 
Compute separately for reading and math. 

1. Identify each student’s LIM status using the 
enrollment file.

2. Join the LIM status to the state assessment 
scores.

3. Assign students a proficiency variable of 100 if 
the student is proficient and zero if the student 
is not proficient.

4. Take the mean of the proficiency variable for 
LIM students.

5. Subtract the LIM proficiency mean from the 
state proficiency weighted mean for white and 
Asian students.

Four-Year Graduation Rate

Percentage of students who graduate within four 
years of entering grade 9 for all students and by 
LIM status

This metric tracks the graduation of a cohort 
of students entering grade 9. Students who transfer 
out of the district for reasons out of the sites’ control 
are not to be included in the denominator. Students 
expelled from school will be included in the denom-
inator. Students who transfer into the district after 
grade 9 are not included in the denominator.

The RAND team provided each site with a list of 
the withdrawal codes from the enrollment file. The 
RAND team used the responses from the sites as the 
basis for defining graduates, and suspensions and 
expulsions. 

Method:

1. Denominator: Identify first-time ninth grad-
ers for a given year. Subtract those students 
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i. Combined English, reading, math, and 
science is above four for substantial 
readiness and 78 for basic readiness 

b. SAT: reading, math
i. Composite reading and math score is 

above 1,000 for substantial readiness 
and 930 for basic readiness

c. EAP: math and ELA
i. Through 2014, both ELA and math 

scores must be greater than or equal to 
three for substantial readiness and two 
for basic readiness

ii. As of 2015, California switched from the 
CST to the eleventh-grade California 
Assessment of Student Performance and 
Progress test. Under the new testing, 
both ELA and math scores must be 
Standard exceeded (1) for substantial 
readiness and Standard exceeded (1) or 
Standard met (2) for basic readiness.

3. Basic or substantial college readiness for the 
ACT and SAT requires a composite score at or 
above the cut point (ACT and SAT component 
scores do not have to be on the same test date); 
for EAP tests, basic or substantial college 
readiness requires a score at or above the cut 
point on all components of the test.

Percentage = 100 

number of college ready( )
ninth-grade first-time enrollees 

remaining in district

the sections for a given exam (i.e., all four ACT sec-
tions, both math and reading SAT sections, or ELA 
and math EAP tests) are counted as not college ready 
for that given exam.

From 2005 to 2016, there were three sections 
(critical reading, math, and writing), which were 
each scored from 200 to 800 points. Total SAT scores 
were based on a maximum of 2,400. However, only 
the math and critical reading scores are used for the 
priority metrics. In March 2016, the scoring system 
reverted to a total score of 1,600 (as it had been prior 
to 2005). Tests after that date have different assess-
ment codes and must be adjusted to be compared 
with scores under the previous system. Using concor-
dance tables provided by College Board, the RAND 
team converted the SAT scores for tests taken after 
March 2016 with the original scale for the sake of 
longitudinal comparison.

Method: 

1. Denominator: Identify a ninth-grade cohort 
for each year. Subtract out those students who 
eventually transferred out of the district.

2. For each exam—SAT, ACT, or EAP—identify 
students who have basic readiness and stu-
dents who have substantial readiness. College 
readiness is calculated separately for each 
eligible exam. A student must complete all 
sections in a given exam. If a student is college 
ready at one or the other level on at least one 
exam, that student is considered college ready 
at that level. Students must meet the following 
criteria for each exam:
a. ACT: math, science, English, reading

TABLE 13

Basic and Substantial Readiness Scores for the ACT, SAT, and EAP

ACT Combined SAT Composite EAP per Subject

Substantial readiness 84 1,000 3

Basic readiness 78 930 2

NOTES: As of 2014, there were three scores for the EAP: Level 3 = ready for California State University (CSU) or participating California Community 

College (CCC) college-level mathematics/English courses; Level 2 = ready for CSU or participating CCC college-level mathematics/English courses – 

conditional; and Level 1 = not yet demonstrating readiness for CSU or participating CCC college-level mathematics/English courses. From 2015 to 2017, 

there were four scores for the EAP: Level 1 = standard exceeded: ready for mathematics/English college-level courses; Level 2 = standard met: condi-

tionally ready for mathematics/English college-level courses; Level 3 = standard nearly met: not yet demonstrating readiness for mathematics/English 

college-level courses; Level 4 = standard not met: not demonstrating readiness for mathematics/English college-level courses.
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the fifth year after their first enrollment in grade 9. 
We construct the denominator for this metric start-
ing with all first-time ninth graders, subtracting 
out students with a valid transfer out of the site at 
any time before graduation. The files provided by 
the National Student Clearinghouse are cumulative. 
The 2018 file, for example, has new data for students 
who graduated between July 2016 and June 2017 
and more-complete data for students who graduated 
between July 2015 and June 2016. We found that, 
because of lags in reporting to the National Student 
Clearinghouse, the most recent year of on-time 
college enrollment rates often is underreported and 
subsequently revised upward as more-complete his-
torical data become available. 

Method:

1. Denominator: Identify grade 9 cohort for each 
year. Subtract students who eventually trans-
ferred out of the district.

2. Numerator: Identify students who were 
enrolled before September 30 of the fifth year 
after their first grade 9 enrollment. For exam-
ple, a student entering grade 9 in August 2008 
must have an initial college entry date no later 
than September 30, 2012, to be considered on 
time.

Percentage = 100

number of students enrolled before the fifth year 
after their first grade 9 enrollment

ninth-grade first-time enrollees remaining in district( )

Participation in College Readiness 

Assessments

Percentage of each cohort participating in stan-
dardized tests to measure college readiness

This metric measures the degree to which 
students participate in college readiness testing. The 
metric considers the SAT, ACT, and EAP and uses 
any recorded score as evidence of participation. The 
tests must be taken within four years of entering 
grade 9.

Method:

1. Denominator: Identify grade 9 cohort for each 
year. Subtract the students who eventually 
transferred out of the district.

2. Numerator: Number of students who had 
a reported score for all sections of the SAT, 
ACT, or EAP.

Percentage = 100

number of students with an SAT, 
ACT, or EAP score

ninth-grade first-time enrollees remaining 
in the district

On-Time College Enrollment

Percentage enrolling in college within five years of 
entering grade 9 for all students and by LIM status 

This metric reports on the percentage of students 
who enroll in college after graduation. Enrollment 
in college is defined as a student having an enroll-
ment record for any college in the National Student 
Clearinghouse file (which is provided by the site) 
with an enrollment date on or before September 30 of 
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